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OPINION

DAVIS, Judge. delivered the opinion of the court:
We confront a ground-breaking copyright infringement

action under 28 108 (b), the statute consenting to
infringement suits against the United States,1 Plaintiff Wil-
liams Wilkins Company, a ine lical publisher, charges that
the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, through
the National Institutes of Health (NUT) and the National
Library of Medicine (NLM), has infringed plaintiff's copy-
rights in certain of its medical journals by making unauthor-
ized photocopies of articles from those periodicals. Modern
photocopying in its relation to copyright spins off trouble-
some problems, which have been much. discussed.2 Those
issues have rover before been mooted or determined by a
court. In this case. an extensive trial was held before former
Trial Judge James F. Davis who decided that the Govern-
ment was liable for infringement. On review, helped by the
briefs and agreements of the parties and the amici curiae,

I Prior to 100, § 14ES provided only for patent infringement suits against
the Federal Government. In that year, Congress amended the section to make
the United States liable In money for copyrighted Infringement, pursuant to
Title 17 of the United States Code. the general copyright statute. This is
the first copyright case to reach trial in this court.

2 We list in the Appendix, infra, several considerations to these problems.
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take the other position and hold the United States free
of liability in the particular situation presented by this
record.

I3

Plaintiff, though a relatively small company, is a major
fisher of medical journals and books. It publishes 37

journals, dealing with various medical specialties. The four
journals in suit are Medicine, Journal of Intfitanology, Gas-
f rocaterology, and Ph firma liev;ws. Medicine is
published by plaintiff for profit and for its own benefit. The
other three journals are published in conjunction with spe-
cialty medical societies which, by contract, share the journals'
profits with plaintiff. The articles published in the journals
stem from manuscripts submitted to plaintiff (or one of the
medical societies) by physicians or other scientists engaged
in medical research. The journals are widely disseminated
throughout the United States (and the world) in libraries,
schools, physicians' offices, and the like. Annual subscription
prices range from about $12 to $44; and, due. to the esoteric
nature of the journals' subject matter, the number of annual
subscriptions is relatively small, ranging from about 3,100
(Ph armarologleal Rer(Ows) to about 7.,000 (Gastroeter-
ology). M(,st of the revenue derived from the journals comes
from subscription sales, though a small part comes from
advertising.' The journals are published with notice of copy-
right in plaintiff's name. The notice appears at the front of
the journal and sometimes at the beginning of each article.
After publication of each journal issue (usually monthly or
bimonthly) and after compliance: with the requisite statutory
requirements, the Register of Copyrights issues to plaintiff
certificates of copyright regisaation.

NIII, the Government's principal medical research orga-
nization, is a conglomerate. of institutes located on a
multi-acre campus at Bethesda, Maryland. Each institute is
concerned with a particular medical specialty, Gild the insti-

3 We borrow, with some modifications. the statement of facts from the
opinion of Trial Judge James P. Davis.

4 E.g., the November 1950 issue of .1/ff/franc has SG pages, four of which
carry commercial product advertising, The August 1965 Issue of Journal of
Immunology has 206 pages, nine of which carry commercial product
advertising.
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tutes conduct their activities by way of botli intramural
research and grants-in-aid to private individuals fold orga-
nizations. NM employs over 12,000 persons-1,000 arc
science professionals and 2,000 have doctoral dcgrees. To
assist its intramural programs, NM maintains a technical
library. The library houses about 150,000 volumes, of which
about 30,000 are books and the balance scientific (principally
medical) journals. The library is open to the public, but is
used mostly by NM in-house research personnel. The
library's budget for 1970 was $1.1 million ; of this about
$85,000 was for the purchase of journal materials.

The NM library subscribes to about 3,000 different journal
titles, four of which are the journals in suit, The library
subscribes to two copies of each of the journals involved. As
a general rule, one copy stays in the library reading room
and the other copy circulates among interested NIII person-
nel. Demand by NITI research workers for access to plaintiff's
:,lurnals (as well as other journals to which the library sub-
scribes) is usually not met by in-house subscription copies.
Consequently, ab an integral -part of its operation, the library
runs a photocopy service for the benefit of its research staff.
On request, a researcher can obtain a photocopy of an article
from any of the journals in the library's collection. Usuall;,
researchers request photocopies of articles to assist them i?,
their on-going projects; sometimes photocopies are requested
simply for background reading. The library does not monitor
the reason for requests or the use to which the photocopies
are put. The photocopies are no returned to the library ;
and the record shows that, in most instances, researchers lrep
them in their private files for future reference.

The library's policy is that, as a rule, only a single copy
of a journal article will be made per request and each request
is limited to about 40 to 50 pages, though exceptions may be,
and have been, made in the case of long articles, upon
approval of the Assistant Chief of the library branch. Also,
as a general rule, requests for photocopying are limited to
only a single article from a journal issue. Exceptions to this
rule are routinely made, so long as substantially less than
an entire journal is photocopied, i.e., less than about half of
the journal. Coworkers can, and frequently do, request single
copies of the same article. and such requests are honored.
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Four regularly assigned employees operate the photo-
copy equipment. The equipment consists of microfilm cameras
and Xerox copying machines. In 1970, the library photocopy
budget was $86,000 and the library filled 85,744 requests for
photocopies of journal articles (including plaintiff's jour-
nals), constituting about 930,000 pages. On the average, a
journal article is 10 pages long, so that, in 1970, the library
made about 93,000 photocopies of articles.

NLM, located on the Betl .da campus of NIII, was for-
merly the Armed Forces Me cal Library. In 1956, Congress
transferred the library from the Department of Defense to
the Public Health Service (renaming it the National Library
of Medicine), and declared its purpose to be * * to aid
the dissemination and exchange of scientific and other infor-
mation important to the. progress of medicine and to the
public health * * *." 42 U.S.C. §275 (1970). NLM is a
repository of much of the world's medical literature, in
essence a "librarians' library." As part of its operation, NLM
cooperates with other libraries and like research-and-
education-oriented institutions (both public and private) in
a so-called "interlibrary loan" program. Upon request, NLM
will loan to such institutions, for a limited time, books and
other materials in its collection. In the case of journals, the
"loans" usually take the form of photocopies of journal
articles which are supplied by NLM free of charge and on
a no-return basis. NLM's "loan" policies are fashioned after
the General Interlibrary Loan Code, which is a statement of
self-imposed regulations to be followed by all libraries which
cooperate in interlibrary loaning. The Code provides that
each library, upon request for a loan of materials, shall
decide whether to loan the original or provide a photo-
duplicate. The Code notes that photoduplication of copy-
righted materials may raise copyright infrhigement prob-
lems, particularly with regard to "photographing whole
issues of periodicals or books with current copyrights, or in
making multiple copies of a publication." [Emphasis in orig-
inal text.] NLM, therefore, will provide only one photocopy
of a particular article, per request, and will not photocopy
on any given request an entire journal issue. Each photocopy
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reproduced by NLM contains a statement, in the margin,
'lids is a single photostatic copy made by the National
Library of Medicine for purposes of study or research in
lieu of lending tin' original."

In recent years NLM's stated policy hes been not to till
requests for copies of articles from tiny of 104 journals which
aro included in a so- called "widely - available list." Rather, the
requester is furnished a copy of the "widely-available list"
and the names of the regional medical libraries whieli are
presumed to have the journals listed. Exceptions are some-
t hues made to the policy, particularly if the requester has
been unsuceessfni in obtaining the journal elsewhere. The
four journals involved in this suit are listed on the "widely-

available list." A rejection on the basis of the "widely-avail-
able list" is made only if the article requested Was published
during the preceding years, but requests from Government
libraries are not refused on tlie basis of the "widely-available
list."

Also, NLM's policy is not to honor an excessive number of
requests from an individnal or an institution. As a general
ride, not more than 20 requests from an individual, or not
more than 30 requests from an Institution, within a month,
will be honored. In 1968, NLM adopted the policy that no
more than one article from a single journal issue, or three
from a journal volume, would be copied. Prior to 1968, NLM
had no express policy on copying limitations, bat endeavored
to prevent "excessive copying." Generally. requests for mom
than 50 pages of material will not be honored, though ex-
ceptions are sometimes made,. particularly for Government
institutions. Requests for more than one copy of a journal
article are rejected, without exception. If NLM receives a
request for more than one copy. a. single copy will be fur-
nished and the requester advised that it is NLM's policy to
furnish only one copy.

In 1908, a representative year, NLM received about 127,000
requests for interlibrary loans. Requests wererreceived, for
the most part., front other libraries or Government agencies.
However, about 12 percent of the requests came from private
or commercial organizations, particularly drag companies.
Some requests were for books, in which event the book itself
was loaned. Most requests were for jonrnals or journal arti-
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ties; and about 120,000 of the requests were filled by photo-
copying single articles from journals, including, plaintiff's
journals. Usually, the library seeking an interlibrary loan
from NMI did so at the request of one of its patrons. If
the "loan" was made by photocopy, the photocopy was given
to the patrol, who was free to dispose of it. as he wished. N 1.)
made. no effort to find out the ultimate use to which the photo-
copies were put; and there is no evidence that borrowing
libraries kept the "loan" photocopies in their permanent
collections for use by other patrons.

Defendant concedes that, within the pertinent accounting
period, NIAlf and the NIhI library made at least one photo-
copy of each of eight articles (designated by plaintiff as the
Count I-to-Count. VIII articles) from one or more of the
four journals in snit. These requests, as shown at the trial,
were made by NIII researchers and an Army medical officer
(stationed in Japan) in connection with their professional
work and were used solely for those purposes. In seven of the
eight counts in the petition. the article requested was more
than two years old: in the eighth instance it. was 21 or 22
months old.

II

We assume, for the purposes of the case, but without
deciding, that plaintiff is the proper copyright owner and
entitled to sue here,5 and we agree with plaintiff that. on
that assumption, it can sue for infringement of the eight
separate articles.° This faces us squarely with the issue of
in fringement.

Perhaps the main reason why determination of the ques-
tion is so difficult is that the text of the Copyright Act of
1909, which governs the case, does not supply, by itself, a

5 Defendant vigorously contests the publisher's claim to he the copyright
"proprietor" and Its right to sue In this court. The argument is that the
individual nuthors of the articles are the owners and tliey have not assigned
their rights to plaintiff.

5 Section 3 of the copyright statute. 17 U.S.C. § 3, says that, " Mlle
copyright upon composite work.; or periodicals shall give to the proprietor
thereof nil the rights In respect, thereto which he would have if each part were
individually copyrighted under this title." This means, and was Intended
to provide, that each article In the Journals is protected from infringement
to the same extent as the entire issue. Advertisers Exell. Inc. v. Lab*, 29 F.
Stipp. 1 (W.D, Pa, 1930) ; King Features Syndicate v. Fleischer, 209 F. 533
IC... 2, 1024).
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clear or satisfactory answer. Section 1 of the Act, :17 U.S.C.
1, declares the t the copyright owner "shall have the ex-

clusive right : (a) To print., reprint, publish, copy, and vend
the copyrighted. work; * * *." Read with blinders, this
language might seem on its surface to be all-comprehensive
especially the term "copy"but we are convinced, for several
reasons, that "copy" is not to be taken in its full literal
sweep. In this instance, as in so many others in copyright,
"[T]he statute is hardly unambiguous * * * and presents
problems of interpretation not solved by literal application
of words as they are 'normally' used * * s." DeSyiva v.
Ballentine, 351 U.S. 570, 573 (1956). See, also, Fortnightly

Corp. v. Gnited Artists Television, Inc., 392 U.S. 390, 395-96

(1968).
The court-created doctrine of "fair use" (discussed in Part

III, infra) is alone enough to demonstrate that Section 1
does not cover all copying (in the literal sense). Some forms
of copying, at the very least of portions of a work, are uni-
versally deemed in Intim. from liability, although the very
words are reproduced in more than de minimis quantity.
Furthermore, it is almost unanimously accepted that a.

scholar can make a handwritten copy of an entire copy-
righted article for his own use, and in the era before photo-
duplication it was not uncommon (and not seriously ques-
tioned) that he could have his secretary make a typed copy
for his personal use and files. These customary facts of copy-
right-life are among our givens. The issue we now have is
the complex one of whether photocopying, in the form done
by NM and NT,11, should be accorded the same trea. ment
not the ministerial lexicographic task of decicihig that
photoduplication necessarily involv s "copying" (as of course
it does in dictionary terms).

One aspect of the history and structure of the 1909 Act.
offers another reason for refusing to give "copying" in Sec-
tion 1, as applied to these articles, ;ts simplest "ordinary"
reach. It is pointed out to us. on oasis of analysis of the
cc pyright laws from 1790 to 1009,1 that the early statutes

Congress enacted the iri,* vti tut,. in 1700 (Act of May 31, 1790,
ch. '5, 1 Stat. 124). Tnereafter, the Fit aut., was revised from time to time.
notably in 1802, 183.;, 11.70, and 18-9. In 1909, the present statute was
passed (Aet of March 4, 1900, eh. 320, 35 Stat. 1075) and later was codified
as 7.7 U.S.C. (Act of July 3C, 1047, 01 Stat. 6521.
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distinguished "copying" from "printing," "reprinting," and
"publishing," and provided that the copyright in books is
infringed by "printing," "reprinting" and "publishing,"
while the copyright in other works (e.g., photographs, paint-
ings, engraving, drawings, etc.) is infringed by "copying."
01. Harper v. Shoppell, 26 F. riI9, 520 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1886).
The 1909 Act obliterated any such distinction in its text. It
provides in § 5 a list of all classes of copyrightable subject
matter (including books and periodicals), and says in § 1
that the owner of copyright shall have the exclusive right
"to print, reprint, publish, copy and vend the copyrighted
work." Thus, the 1909 Act, unlike the earlier statutes, does
not expressly say which of the proscribed acts of § 1 apply
to which classes of copyrightable subject matter of § 5. De-
fondant and some of the amici say that, to be consistent
with the in ent and purpose of earlier statutes, the "copying"
proscription of § 1 should not apply to books or periodicals;
rather, only the proscribed acts of "printing," "reprinting"
and "publishing" control books and periodicals. The pro-
ponents of this view stress that the legislative history of the
1909 legislation does not suggest any purpose to alter the
previous coverage .8

This is quite a serious argument. However, in view of
Congress's general inclusion of the word "copy" in Section 1
and of the practice under the Act Since 1909, we are not
ready to accept fully this claim that infringement of periodi-
cal articles can come only through "printing," "reprinting"
or "publishing," But -we do believe this pointthat there is a
solid doubt whether and how far "copy" applies to books
and journalsmast be taken into account in measuring the
outlines of "copying" as it involves books and articles.

Adding to this doubt that "copy" blankets such printed
matter is the significant implication of a special segment of
the background of the 1909 statute, a sector of history which
;s peripheral bat revealing. The then Librarian of Congress,

s For instance, H.R. REP. No. 2222, GOth Con-g72d Sess. 4 (1900) states:
"Subsection (a) of section I adopts without change the phraseology of sec-
tion 4032 of the Revised Statutes, and this, with the. insertion of the word
'copy,' practically adopts the phraseology of the first copyright act Congress
ever passedthat of 1790. Many amendments of this were suggested, but
the committee felt that it was safer to retain without change the old phrase.
ology svhlch has been so often construed by the courts."
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Herbert Putnam. was the leading public sponsor of that
Act (outside of Congress itself), and was intimat,dy in-
volved in its preparation from at least 1906 on. While the
bill was being considered in Congress, the Library's 100S
"Rules and Practice Governing the Use and Issue of Books,"
p. 6, specifically provided :

"Photograp/ang. Photographing is freely permitted.
The permission extends to the building itself and ally
of its Innis. ineludiam the mural decorations. It ex t, 11(18
to artirle.q bearing claim, of opyright,but the -,Abrary
gives no assurance that the photograph ni Ue repro-
duced or republished or placed on sale. nese are mat-
ters to be settled with the owner of the copyright"
(emphasis added).

After roe 1909 Act became law, the Library continued the
same pro, ision. The 1913 version of the "Rules and Prac-
tice" added the following on "Photostat," after the above
paragraph on "Photographing":

Photo:du _Aicates of books, newspapers, n, ,as, etc. eau
he furnished at a reasonable rate by means of the photo-
stat, installed in the Chief Clerk's Office. Apply to the
Chief Clerk for a schedule of charges.

Later editions, throughout Dr. Pntimin's tenure (which
ended in 1939), contained the same or comparable provi-
510115.10 Indeed, wl en lie left his post in 1939, he was honored
by the American Council of Learned Societies because
(among other things). "You have led in adapting the most
modern, photographic processes to the needs of the scholar,
and have '" " made widely available. for purposes of re-
search copies of your collections * *." This illuminating
slice of history, covering tire time of enactment and the first
three decodes of the 1909 Act, should not be ignored.

These are the leading reasons why we cannot stop with
the dictionary or "normal" definition of "copy"nor can
we extract much affirmative help from the surfacial legisla-
tive text. As for the other rights given in Section 1, "vend"
is clearly irrelevant (since NIH and NIX do not sell), and
the applicability to this case of "print," "reprint" and "pub-
lish" is more dubious than of "copy." The photocopy process

9 There was an 1911 edition, but no copy has been located.
io The Library's current practice Is described in Part III, 3, note 10, infra.
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of N 111 and NLM, described in Port I, duiwa, does not even
amount to prin`.ing or reprinting in the strict, dictionary
sense; and if the words be used more broadly to incittile all
meehanical reproduction of a number of copies, they would
still not, cover the maldng of a single copy for an Individual
requester. If the requester Winsel I mule a photocopy of the
article for his own use on a machine made available by the
libary. he might conceivably be "copying" but he would not
be "taunting" or "reprinting." The library is the same
position When responding to the demands of in, victual re-
searchers acting separately.

For similar reasons there is no "publicat ion- by the library,
a concept which invokes general distribution. or at least a
supplying of the material to a fairly large group." The
author of an uncopyrighted manuscript does not lose his
common law rights, via publication, by giving photocopies
to his friends for comment or their personal useand publi-
cation for Section 1 purposes would seem to have about the
same coverage. l any event, the hitherto uncodified prin-
ciples of "fair use" apply to printing, reprinting. and publish-
ing, us well as to copying, and therefore the collocation of
general words Congress chose for Section 1 is necessarily
inadequate, by itself, to decide this case.

111

In the fifty-odd years since the 1009 Act. the major toot
for probing what physical copying amounts to unlawful
"copying" (as well as what, unlawful "printing," "reprint-
ing" and "publishing-) has been the gloss of "fair use" which
the courts have put irroin the words of the statute. Precisely
because a determiation that a use is "fair," or "unfair,"
depends on an eyhluation of the complex of individual and
varying facttyls bearing upon the particular use (see H.R.
Rid,. Nap', 90th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 29), there leas been no
exact or/let:tiled definition of the doctrine. The courts, co -
gressional committees, and scholars have had to be content

4' To tbr extent- that Moen:I/Ian Co. r. Ring, 223 I., St12.111 Mass. 1014).
may possibly suggest that "publication" can occur through simple distribution
to a very small restricted gt tutu, for a special purpose, we think the opinion
goes too far.
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with a general listing of the main considerationstogether
with the example of specific instances ruled "fair" or "un-
fair." These overall factors are now said to be: (a) the pur-
pose and character of the use, (b) the nature of the
copyrighted work, (c) the amount and substantiality of the
material used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.
and (d) the effect of the use on a copyright owner's potential
market for and value of his work.

In addition, the development of "fair use" has been influ-
enced by some tension between the direct aim of the copy-
right privilege to grant the owner a right from which lie
can reap financial benefit and the more fundamental purpose
of the protection "To promote the Progress of Science and
the useful Arts." U.S. Coast., art. 1, ;5, 8. The House com-
mittee which recommended the 1909 Act said that copyright.
was "fillot primarily for the benefit or the author, but pri-
marily for the benefit of the public." RR. REP. No. 2222,
60th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 7. The Supreme Court has stated that
"The copyright law, like the patent statutes, makes reward
to the owner a secondary consideration." Mazer v. Stein, 347
U.S. 201, 219 (1954) ; United States V. Paramount Pietums,
334 'U.S. 131, 158 (1948). See Breyer. The Uneasy Case for
Copyright A study of Copyright in Books,Photocopies,and
Computer Propyrms, 84 Nary. L. Rev. 281 (1970). To serve
the constitntional purpose, "'courts in passing upon partic-
ular claims of infringement must occasionally subordinate
the copyright holder's interest in a maximum financial return
to the greater public interest in the development of art,
science and industry.' Berlin. v. E.C. Publications, hie., 329
F. 2d 541, 544 (2d Cir. 1964). Whether the privilege may
jnstifiably be applied to particular materials turns initially
on the nature of the materiels, e.g., whether their distribution
would serve the public interest in the free dissemination of
information and whether their preparation requires some use
of prior materials dealing with the same subject matter.
Consequently, the privilege has been applied to works in the
fields of science, law, medicine, history and biography."
Rosemont Enterprises. Inc. v. Random House, Me., 366 F. 2d
303, 307 (C.A. 2,1966).

It has sometimes been suggested that the copying of an
entire copyrighted work, any such work, cannot ever be
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"fair use," but this is an overbroad generalization, unsup-
ported by the decisions 12 and rejected by years of accepted
practice. The handwritten or typed copy of an article, for
personal use, is one illustration, let Move the thousands of
copies of poems, songs, or such items v. hich have long been
made by individuals, and sometimes given to lovers and
others. Trial Judge James F. Davis, who considered the
use now in dispute not to be "fair," nevertheless agreed that
a library could supply single photocopies of entire copy-
righted works to attorneys or courts for use in litigation. It
is, of course, common for courts to be given photocopies of
recent decisions, with the publishing company's headnotes
and arrangement, and sometimes its annotations. There are
other examples from everyday legal and personal life. We
cannot believe, for instance. that a judge who makes and
gives to a colleague a photocopy of a law review article, in
ono of tiro smaller or less available journals, which bears
directly on a problem both judges are then considering in a
case before them is infringing the copyright, rather than
making "fair use" of his issue of that journal. Similarly with
the photocopies of particular newspaper items and articles
which are frequently given or sent by one friend to another."

" heOtt V. Pacific Tel. Tel, Co.. 91 F. 2d 484, 486 (C.A. 0, 1937) and
Public Affairs Associates, Inc. v. Riekover, 284 P. 2d 262, 272 (C.A.D.C. 1060),
vacated and remanded, 309 U.S. 111 (1962), which are often cited In this
connection, both involved actual publication nnd distribution of many copies,
not the simple making of n copy for individual personal or restrilted use. In
WlMoi v. Crow, 300 F. 2d 777 (C.A. 8, 10112), 48 copies of the copyrighted
song were made and distributed, nnd there were a number of public perform-
ances using these copies. It was as if the defendnnt had purchased one copy
of sheet music and then duplicated It for an entire chorus.

On the other hand, Now York Tribune, Inc. v. Otis Co., 39 1'. Stipp. 67
(S.D.N.Y. 1841), shows that copying of an entire copyrighted item is not
enough. in itself, to preclude application of "fair use." Although it was
already plain that an entire copyrighted item (n newspaper editorinl) had
been reproduced, the court ordered further proceedings to tnke nccount of
other factors.

13 Verner Clapp, former Acting Librarian of Congress, bns pointed out some
of the uses of a photocopy for which the librnry copy original is unsuited
(Can Copyright Law Respond to the New Technology?, 61 Law Lib. J. 387,
407 (1968):

"I cannot submit the originni conveniently In a court, in n suit of law. I
cannot put the original into my filing cabinet. I cnn't shuffle it with notes in
preparntlon for an address. I cnn't make notes on it. I can't conveniently
give it to a typist. I can't use it ns printer's copy. I cnn't send it through the
mil without serious risk of loss of an original. With n photocopy I can do nil
these things and more, and this Is the reason I wnnt a copy."
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There is, in short, no inflexible rule excluding an entire copy-
righted work from the area' of "fair use." instead. the ex-
tent, of the copying, is one important factor, but only one,
to he taken into ;lmma, along with several others.

Under these over-all standards, we have weighed the
multiplicity of foci ors converging, on the particular use of
plaintiff's material made by NI-II and NLAI, as shown by
this record. There is no prior decision which is dispositive
and hordly any that can be vaned even close; we have had
to make our own appraisal. The majority of the ,:ourt has
concluded that, on this record. the challenged use should be
designated "fair.- not "unfair." In the rest of this part of
our opinion. we discuss Nrpiilthil- the Carious considerations
whi,h merge to that convInsion. lint we can help focus on
what is probably the core of our evaluation by stating sum-
marily. in advance. three propositions we shall consider nt
greater length : First, plaintiff has not in our view shown.
aml there is inadequate reason to believe, that it is being
or will be harmed substantially by these specific practices
of NM and NL1f: second, we are convinced that medicine
and medical research will be injured by holding these par-
ticular practices to be an infringement; and, third. since the
problem of accommodating the interests of science with
those of the publishers (and authors) calls fundamentally
for legislative solution or guidance, which has not yet been
given, we should not, during the period before congressional
action is forthcoming. place such a risk of harm upon science
and medicine.

1. We start by emphasizing that (a) NTH and NIX are
non-profit institutions, devoted solely to the advancement
and dissemination of medical knowledge which they seek
to further by the challenged practices, and are not attempt-
ing to profit or gain financially by the photocopying; (b)
the medical researchers who have asked these libraries for
the photocopies are in this particular case (and ordinarily)
scientific researchers and practitioners who need the articles
for personal use in their scientific work and have no purpose
to reduplicate them for sale or other general distribntion; and
(c) the copied articles are scientific studies useful to the
requesters in their work. On both sideslibrary and re-
questerscientific progress, untainted by any commerical
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gain from the reproduction. is the hallmark of the whole
cute:)1a :e of datplication. There his been no attempt to mis-
appropriate the work of earlier scientific writers for for-
bidden ends, but rather an effort to gain easie. access to the
it:ate:a] for stmly and research. This is important because
it is settled that. in general, the law gives copying for scien-
a purposes a wide scale. See, e.g, Rosemont Enterpries,
I lie. v. Random. House, Inc., sum', 366 F. 2d at. 306-0T;
7.,,ea'N. Inc. v. Columbia Broadrasliwg System, Inc.. 131 F.

165. 175 (S.D. I al. 1955). unid, 2:19 F. 2d 532 (C.A.
0. 1056). uff'd by fin eqaally Court. .256 U.S. 43
(1955) Greenhie v. il'oble,151 F. Supp. 15, 67415
1957) : 7'hoin psou v. Gr.c.barle. 91 F. Stipp. 453 . 15-1

195) Henry Holt (.1 co. v. Liggett (0 Myers
Tolmcco Co.. 23 P. Supp. 302. 301 (ED. Pa. Ions).

2. Both libraries have declared and enforced reasonably
strict limitations which, to our mind, keep the duplication
within appropriate confines. The details are set forth in
Part T sripin. and ill cur findings. Both institutions normally
rest rict copying on an individual request. to a single copy of
a simile article of a journal issue, and to articles of less than
50 pages. Thoirg,11 exceptions are made. they do not appear to
be excessive, lin warra rated, or irrational. For instance, thong.]:
On occasion one person was shown to have ordered or received
more than one photocopy of the same article. the second copy
was for a colleague's use or to replace an illegible or un-
delivered eiCpy. Some care is also taken not to have excessive
copying from one issue or one volume of the periodical. While
a certain amount of duplication of articles does, of course,
occur. it does not appear to be at all heavy." There is no
showing whatever that the recipients use the libraries' photo-
copying process to sell the copies or distribute them broadly.

NTH responds only to requests from its own personnel, so
that its entire photoduplication system is strictly "in-
house"in the same way that a'court's library may supply

11 One survey of NIII operations shows only 4 Instances of duplication In
over 200 requests ; at NLII, as of 1964, duplication occurred at a 10% rate
in the 102 most heavily used journals (constituting one-third of total re-
quests) ; if all requests were considered, the rate would he less. The Sophar &
Ireflprin report (see Appendix), which is not friendly to library photocopying,
estimates that for libraries generally the duplication rate was about 3%
(p.
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a judge of that court with a copy of a law journal article or
a reported decision. NLM fulfills requests more generally
but it has adopted the practice of not responding (outside of
the Government) where the article appears in a recent (pre-
ceding 5 years) issue of a periodical on its "widely-available
list". The result is that the duplication of recent issues of
generally available journals is kept within the Government,
and distribution to the larger medical public is limited to
older, less available issues and to journals which are harder
to obtain from medical libraries. It is a fair inference, sup-
ported by this record, that at the very least in the latter
classes the demand has been inadequately filled by reprints
and the publisher's sale of back issues. See, also, Part III, 4,
infra. In those instances not covered by "five year" policy,
the impression h u. by the record is that, on the whole, older
rather than current articles were usually requested.

Brushing aside all such breakdowns, plaintiff points to the
very large number, in absolute terms, of the copies made each
year by the two libraries. We do not think this decisive.15
In view of the large numbers of scientific personnel served
and the great size of the libraries NIH has over 100,000
volumes of journal materials alone, and NLM'is currently
binding over 18,000 journals each year--the amount of copy-
ing does not seem to us to have been excessive or dispropor-
tionate. The important factor is not the absolute amount, but
the twin elements of (i) the existence and purpose of the
system of limitations imposed and enforced, and (ii) the
effectiveness of that system to confine the duplication for
the personal use of scientific personnel who need the material
for their work, -with the minimum of potential abuse or harm
to the copyright owner. The practices of NIH and NLM,. as
shown by the record, pass both of these tests, despite the
large number of copies annually sent out.

Without necessarily accepting the fuli sweep of the con-
cept that the library is nothing more than the individual
requester's ministerial agent, we do agree that the NM and
NLM systems, as described in the evidence, are close kin to
the current Library of Congress policy, see note 16, infra,

15 In 1970, NIH copied 85,744 and NLM 93,740 articles.
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of maintaining machines in the library buildings so that read-
ers can do their own copying. The principal extension by
NLM and VIII is to service requesters who cannot conveni-
ently come to the building, as well as out-of-town libraries.
But the personal, individual focus is still present. The reader
who himself makes a copy does so for his own personal work
needs, and individual work needs are likewise dominant in
the reproduction programs of the two medical libraries
programs which are reasonably policed and enforced.

3. We also think it significant, in assessing the recent and
current practices of the two libraries, that library photo-
copying, though not of course to the extent of the modern
development, has been going on ever since the 1909 Act was
adopted. In Part II, supra, we have set forth the practice of
t7te Library of Congress at that time and for many years
tL i.eafter.1° In fact, photocopying seems to have been done
in the Library at. least from the beginning of this century.
Can Copyright Law Respond to the New Technology? 61
Law. Lib. J. 387, 400 (1968) (comments of V. Clapp). In
1935 there was a so-called "gentlemen's agreement" between
the National Association of Book Publishers (since defunct)
and the Joint Committee on Materials for Research (repre-
senting the libraries), stating in part: "A library * *
owning books or periodical volumes in which. copyright still
subsists may make and deliver a single photographic repro

* * * of a part thereof to a scholar representing in
writing that he desires such reproduction in lieu of loan of
such publication or in place of manual transcription and
solely for the purposes of research * * *." Though this
understanding discountenanced photocluplication of an entire
book it was reglarly construed as allowing copying of
articles. There have been criticisms of this pact, and we cite
it, not as binding in any way on plaintiff or any other pub-

" Currently, and for some time, the Library of Congress has said that -oily-
right material will "ordinarily" not be photocopied by the Library "without
the signed authorization of the copyright owner," but "te]xceptions to this
rule may be made in particular crises." The Library does, however, maintain
machines which readers may themselves use for photocopying; these machines
contain notices saying that "a single photocopy of copyrighted material may
be made only for the purpose of study, scholarship, or research, and for no
other purpose" and "the sale and/or further reproduction of nay photocopied
copyrighted materials is illegal."

525-615-73-----2
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fisher, or as showing. universal recognit um of "single"
photocopying. but as representing a very widely held view.,
almost 10 years ago. of what was permissible under the
I1 n9 statute.

There is other evidence that. until quite recently. library
photocopying. was carried on with apparent general accept-
ance. Witnesses in this case testified that such photocopying
has been do for at least fifty years and is well-established.
Flue Xational Library or Medicine Act. in MG, by which
N DI was created (42 1..S.C. § 275, et seq.), provided at

.276 (-1) that the Secretary of I Icalth. Education. and Wel-
fare. through NT,M, should -make available. through loans,
photographic or other copying procedures or otherwise, such
materials in the Library as he deems appropriate *";
and the Medical Library Assistance Act of 1965 (.12 U.S.C.

2S01)-1. et seg.) provided that grants be made to medical
libraries for. among other things. "acquisition of duplicating
devices. facsimile equipment and other equipment to
facilitate the use of the resources of the library." 2 U.S.C.
§280b--7. These two pieces of legislation indicate to us that
Congress snew in 1956 and 1965 of the practice of library
photocop, ng. and assumed that it NUS not beyond the pale.
The Gene] nl Interlibrary Loan Code (revised in 1956), see
Part 1. .ve,pro. is a similar indication of the extent of the
practice. nd of the general position of tilt libraries (at the
least) thrf ,:nth copying is permissible.

The fact that photocopying by libraries of entire articles
way done with hardly any (1,nd at most very minor) com-
plaint, until about 10 or 15 years ago, goes a long way to show
both that photoduplication cannot be designated as infringe-
ment per se. and that there was at least a time when photo-
copying. as then carried on. was "fair use." There have been,
of course. considerable changes in the ease and extent of such
reproduction. and these developments bear on "fair use" as
of today, but the libraries can properly stand on the proposi-
tion that they photocopied articles for many years, without
significant protest, and that such copying was generally
accepted until the proliferation of inexpensive and improved
copying machines, less than two decades ago, led to the singe
in such duplication. The question then becomes whether this
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marked increase in volume changes a use %vhielt was generally
accepted as "fair" into one which has now become "unfair."

1. There is no doubt in our minds that medical science
would be seriously hurt, if such library photocopying were
stopped. We, do not spend time and space demonArat ing this
proposit ion. It is admitted by plaintiff and conceded on all
sides. Vamer, Plroloduplieatiaa of Copyrighted
Material by Liblytries, Study No. "Copyright Law Re-
vision," Studies Prepered for the Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks and Copyrights, Senate Judiciary Committee

p. 49; Memorandum of General Counsel Willcox.
Dept et went of I kelt h, Education and Welfare, June 7, 1965.
IIearin;.rs before Subcommittee No. 3, Committee on the Jitdi-
ciary. IF. of Reps., 89th Cong.., 1st. Sess., on H.R. 4347, RR.
5GSO, etc., "Copyright Law Revision," Part 2. 1132, 1133.
The t rial testimony of a number of the requesters and au-
thors documents the point.. The supply of reprints and back
numbers is wholly inadequate; the evidence shows the un-
likelihood of obtaining such substitutes for photocopies from
publishers of medical journals or authors of journal articles,
especially for articles over three. years old.17 It is, moreover,
wholly unrealistic to expect scientific personnel to subscribe
regularly to large numbers of journals which would only
occasionally contain articles of interest to them. Nor will
libraries purchase extensive numbers of whole subscriptions
to all medical journals on the chance that an indeterminate
number of articles in en indeterminate number of issues will
be requested at indeterminate tithes. The result of a flat pro-
scription on library photocopying would be, we feel sure,
that medical and scientific personnel would simply do with-
out., and have to do without, many of the articles they now
desire. need, and use in their work?"'

5. Plaintiff insists that it has been financially hurt by the
photocopying practices of N'LM and NTH, and of other
libraries. The trial judge thought that it was reasonable to
infer that the extensive photocopying has resulted in some

17 Plaintiff Itself' publishes n notice to the effect that It does not attempt
to keep n stock of back issues, and It refers requests for reprints to the author.

n We think the alternative of compulsory licensing is not open to us under
the present copyright statute. see, Infra, Parts III, 0, and IV.
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loss of -revenue to plaintiff and that plaintiff has lost, or
failed to get, "some undetermined and indeterminable num-
ber of journal subscriptions (perhaps small)" by virtue of
the photocopying, He thought that the persons requesting
photocopies constituted plaintiff's market and that each
photocopy user is a potential subscriber "or at least a poten-
tial source of royalty income for licensed copying. " '9 Studies
rejecting as "fair use" the kind of photocopying involved
here have also assumed, -without real proof, that the journal
publishers have been and will be injured. See, e.g., Project
New Technology and ths Law of Copyright: Reprography
and Computers, 15 IT.C.L.A. L. Rev. 931 (1988) ; iSlophor
Heilprin,"The Determination of Legal Facts and Economic
Guideposts with Respect to the Dissemination of Scientific
and Educational Information as It Is Affected by Copy-
right--A Status Report" (1987).

The record made in this case does not sustain that assump-
tion. Defendant made a thorough effort to try to ascertain,
so far as possible, the effect of photoduplication on plain-
tiff's business, including the presentation of an expert wit-
ness. The unrefuted evidence shows that (a) between 1958
and 1989 annual subscriptions to the four medical journals
involved increased substantially (for three of them. very
much so), annual subscription sides likewise increased sub-
stantially, and total annual income also grew ; (b) between
1959 and 1966, plaintiff's annual taxable income increased
from $272,000 to $726,000, fell to $589,000 in 1987, and in
1968 to $451,000; (is) but the four journals in suit account
for a relatively small percentage of plaintiff's total business
and over the years each has been profitable (though 3 of them
show losses in particular years and in all years the profits
have not been large, varying from less than $1,000 to about
$15.000, some of which has been 'shared with the sponsoring

" It is wrong to measure the detri.nent to plaintiff by loss of presumed
royalty incothea standard which necessarily assumes that plaintiff had a
right to issue licenses. That would he true, of course, only if it were first
decided that the defendant's practices did not constitute "fair use." In
determining whether the company has been sufficiently hurt to cause these
practices to become "nnfair," one cannot assume at the start the merit of
the plaintiff's position, i.e., that plaintiff had the right to license. That con-
clusion results only if it is first determined that the photocopying is "unfair."
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medical societies) ; 2° and (d) plaintiff's business appears to
have been growing faster than the gross national product or
of the rate of growth of manpower working in the field of
science. Defendant's expert concluited that the photocopying
shown here had not damaged plaintiff, and may actually
have helped it.21 The record is also barren of solid evidence
that photocopying has caused economic harm to any other
publisher of medical journals.

Plaintiff has never made a detailed study of the actual
effect of photocopying on its business, nor has it refuted
defendant's figures. It has relied for its assumption (in the
words of the chairman of its board) on "general business
common sense and things that you hear from subscribers,
librarians and so forth." Its argumentand that of the
other supporters of its position 22 i s that there "must" be
an effect because photocopies supplant the original articles,
and if there were no photocopying those who now get the
copies would necessarily buy the journals or issues. But
this untested hypothesis, reminiscent of the abstract
theorems beloved of the "pure" classical economics of 70 or
80 years ago, is neither obvious nor self-proving. One
need not enter the semantic debate over whether the photo-
copy supplants the original article itself or is merely in
substitution for the library's loan of the original issue to
recognize. as we have already pointed out, that there are
other possibilities. If photocopying were forbidden, the re-
searchers, instead of subscribing to more journals or trying
to obtain or buy back-issues or reprints (usually unavail-
able), might expend ext time in note-taking or waiting

v, Defendant explains the loss years and the full-off in some subscriptions in
some years as due to particular circumstances (which are spelled out) other
than photocopying.

The trial judge referred to tw-) instances in which subscribers cancelled
subscriptions because of the availability of photocopying. Defendant is cor-
rect that both Instances rest on hear.'ny, and In any event this small number
of purported cancellations Is (le minimis in view of the more solid and detailed
proof as to the health of plaintiff's journals and the increase in their sub.
scription lists.

The published literature does not reveal any careful, thorough, impartial
study of this question. Often there is no attempt to ascertain the actual
economic impact on the publishers and authors; when inquiry has been made
of the latter, their conclusory generalizations of injury have been accepted
uncritically.
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their turn for the library's eopie3 of the original issuesor
they might very well cut down their reading and do without
much of the information they now get through NLM's and

copying system. The record shows that each of the
individual requesters in this case already subscribed, per-
sonally, to a !mintier of medical journals, and it is very ques-
tionable how many more, if any, they would add. The great
problems with reprints and back-issues have already been
noted. In the absence of photocopying, the financial, time-
wasting, and other difficulties of obtaining the material
could: well lead, if human experience is a gnide, to a simple
but drastic reduction in the use of the many articles (now
sought. and read) which are not absolutely crucial to the
individual's work but are merely stimulating or helpful.
The probable effect on scientific progress goes without say-
ing. but for this part of our discussion the significant element
is that plaintiff, as publisher and cop,:right owner, would
not be better off. Plaintiff would merely be the dog in the
manger.

Since plaintiff and those rho take the same view have not
attempted any hard factual study of the actual effect of
photocopying, it a, not surprising that others have concluded
against an adverse impact.. The 19G2 Fry Report (George
Fry & Associates, Smwey of Copyrighted Material Repro-
duction Practices in Scientific and Technical Fields."
March 19(;2) states that the "basic conclusion of this report
is that at the present. time, no significant damage occurs to
he copyright holders in the scientific and technical fields
lthongh &TH. ation of this materiel is widespread and is

growing apidly." In March Dan Lacy, Managing
Director, American Book Publishers Council, told a House
of Representatives committee: "It. has been poiated out that
rerent technological developments have enormously in-
creased the amount of photocopying in libraries and tech-
nology is continuing to change rapidly. Most of this
photocopying, at least at present, probably consists of ex-
cerpts and probably mostly of journal articles. Most of it
at present is probably undertaleen in lieu. of manual note
taking., typing, or handwriting a ropy. and in lieu of library
loan rather than in lieu. of buying a ropy" (emphasis added).
Hearings before Subcommittee No. 3, Committee on the
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Judiciary, 11. of Reps., 80th Cong., 1st Suss.. on 11.11.
1-1.R. 5680, etc., "Copyright. Law Revision," Pint 1, p. 120.
The record in this case does not prove that the situation was
any different at the time u f the trial.

To us it is very important that plaintiff has failed to
prove its asstimption of economic detriment. in the past Or
potentially for the future. One of the factors always con-
sidered with respect to "fair use," see ste pro. is the effect of
the use on the owner's potential market for the work. This
record simply does not show a serions adverse imimet, either
On plaintiff or on medical publishers generally, from the
photocopying practices of the type of XIII and NLM. Iu
the face of this record. we cannot mechanically assuoie such
an effect, or hold that the amount of phot oduplicat ion proved
here "must" lead to financial or economic harm. This is a
matter of proof and plaintiff has not transformed its hypo-
thetical assumption, by evid.\nce, into a !woven fact.

In thi- connect ion it. is worth noting than laintiff does not
have to concern itself, with respect to these journals. with
I? Whops or medical scheties who are interested in a financial
return. The authors, with rare exceptions, are not paid for
their ,.:ontributions, and those societies which share profits

do not press for greater financial benefits. Indeed, some of
the authors of the copied articles involved in this case testified
at the trial that they favored photocopying as an aid to the
advancement of science and knowledge.

6. Added to the powerful factors we have been considering
is another (already suggested by the discussion in Part II,
supra) the grave uncertainty of. the coverage of "copy" in
Section 1 of the 109 Act and the doubt whether it relates at
ad to periodicals.2" The latitude for "fair use" is of course
lessened to the extent Congress has been explicit in spelling
out protection to the copyright owner. But Congress has, up
to now, left the problem of photocopying untouched by ex-
press provision and only doubtfully covered to any extent by
the generalizations of Section 1. The statute must, of course,
"be applied to new situations not anticipated by Congress, if,
fairly construed, such situations come within its intent and
meaning" (Jerome II. Remick if. Co. v. American Automobile

2,3 The same Is true of "print." "reprint." and "publish." as [whiled to the
challenged practices of NIX and NM.
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Accessories Co., 5 F. 2d 411 (C.A. 6, Imo, cert. denied, 269
U.S. 556), but our problem is with the latter part of this
quotation. That being so, we think that, in evaluating "fair
use," we should give the benefit of the doubtuntil Congress
acts more specificallyto science and the libraries, rather
than to the publisher and the owner.

While, as we have said, this record fails to show that plain-
tiff (or any other medical publisher) has been stibstaMially
harmed by the photocopying practices of NM and NE11, it
does show affirmatively that medical science will be hurt if
such photocopying is stopped. Thus, the balance of risks is
definitely on defendant's sideuntil Congress acts more spe-
cifically, the burden on medical science of a holding that the
photocopying is an infringement would appear to be much
greater than the present or foreseeable burden on plaintiff
and other medical publishers cf a ruling that these practices
fall within "fair use."

Plaintiff's answer is that it is willing to license the
libraries, on payment of a reasonable royalty, to continue
photocopying as they have. Our difficulty with that re-
sponsein addition to the absence of proof that plaintiff has
yet been hurt, and the twin doubts whether plaintiff has a
viable license system and whether any satisfactory program
can be created without legislation 24is that the 1909 Act
does not provide. for compulsory licensing in this field. All
that a court can do is to determine the photocopying an
infringement, leaving it to the owner to decide whether to
license or to prohibit the practice. Plaintiff and other pub-
lishers cannot enjoin governmental libraries (because 28

% Defendant nrul its runlet P'eongly attnek plaintiff's so-called licensing plan
as nothing more thnn a shell. The American Library Association points out, for
Instance, that the Williams & Wilkins license -worth! Lppnrently not apply to
Inter-library loans or to requests from persons not physlenlly present In the
library building.

There is also debate over whether a feasible AliCAP-type or clearinghouse
system can he developed without legislation, and If so whether it would be
desirable. See, e.g., Note, Education and Copyright Lam: An Analysis of the
Amended Copyright Revision Rill and Proposals for Statutory Licensing and
a Clearinghouse System, 56 Va. L. Rev. 664 (1070) ; also published a Mac-
Lean, Education and Copyright Law: An Analysis of the Amended Copyright
Revision Bill and Proposals for Statutory Licensing ( nd a Clearinghouse
System, In ASCAP, "Copyright Law Symposium, Number Twenty," 1 (1072) :
Breyer, The Uneasy Case for Copyright: A Study of Copyright in Books, Photo-
copies and Computer Programs, 84 Ham L. Rev. 281, 330 ff. (1970) ; Note :
New Technology and the Law of Copyright: Reprography and Computers, 16
UCLA. L. Rev. 039, 961 (1908).
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U.S.C. § 148, supra note 1, is the sole remedy), but if photo-
copying of this typo is an Infringement the owners are free
under the law to seek to enjoin any and all nongovernmental
libraries. A licensing system would be purely voluntary with
the copyright proprietor. We consider it entirely beyond
judicial power, under the 190rJ Act," to order an owner to
institute such a system if he does not. wish to. We think it
equally outside a court's present competence to turn the de-
terminaion of "fair use" on the owner's willingness to
licenseto hold that photocopying (without royalty pay-
ments) is not "fair use" if the owner is willing to license at
reasonable rates but becomes a "fair use" if the owner is
adamant and refuses all permission (or seeks to charge
excessive fees).

The truth is that this is now preeminently a problem for
Congress: to decide, the extent photocopying should be
allowed, the questions of a compulsory license and the pay-
ments (if any) to the copyright, owners, the system for col-
lecting those payments (lump-sum. clearinghouse, etc.), the,
special status (if any) of scientific and educational needs.
Obviously there is much to be said on all sides. The choices
involve economic, 'social, and policy factors which are far
better sifted by a legislature. The possible intermediate solu-
tions are also of the pragmatic kind legislatures, not courts,
can and should fashion. But Congress does not appear to
have put its mind directly to this problem 'a 1909. undoubt-
edly bemuse the issue was not considered pressing at that
time. That statute is, unfortunately, the one we must. apply,
and under ite have the choice only of thumb's up or thumb's
down, for the photocopying practice involved in this litiga-
tion, without any real Congressional guidance. Intermedi-
ate or compromise solutions are not within our authority .26
The theme of this subpart 6 of Part ITT of the opinion is that,
on balance and on this record, thumb's up seems to us less
dangerous to the varying interests at stake during the pe-
riod which remains before Congress definitively takes hold
of the subject.

25 A court's pouns tinder the anti-trust legislation is another matter,
22 It has been uggested, flowerer, that publishers non' hnre the power to

adopt the intermedinte solution of charging more for subscriptions sold to
libraries or other entities which engage regularly in photocopying.



7. The reviAnn of the 10(19 Act is now under consideration
and has been for sevvnil years. 'rim I louse of Representatives
passed a bill in the 08th Congress On April 1967), but the
Senate has not acted." In its report on the bill which the
!louse adopted I II.R. 14,r. No. 53, 90th Cong., 1st Sess.), the
House Committee on the Judiciary discussed the existing
doctrine of "fair use" at some length ( pp. 20-37). We cite
these comments. not as binding on us. but as the official .:01VS
on the extent of "fair use" of the committee of the house of
Representatives with cognizance over copyright : as such.
they are and should be influenthil.

The report makes it very clear flat photocopying can he a
"fair use". in proper circumstances: it negatives the notion
that Cuipying of a complete work can never la, use":
and it obviously believes that the decd inc is flexible, depend-
ing upon the part icular situation." The report does not, how-
ever. express a categorical or clear whether photocopy-
ing of the sort we have in this case is or is not a "fair use-
nude!: the doct rine ns it has been developing. Rather. the coin -
mittee's observations are delphic, with each side being able
to quote to us tv-e or tinothyr passage, or to argue by analogy
front the specific sitnntion (classroom teaching) considered
in greatest detail in the report.

Specifically on library photocopying the committee says (p.
he it does not favor a specific provision dealing with

that subject. and it adds: "rnauthorized library copying,
like everything else, lutist be judged'a fair use or an infringe-
wilt on the basis of all of the applicable criteria and the
facts of the particular case. Despite past efforts, reasonable

27 A synapsis of the reviAlot) effort hip to Ings) Is set forth In Pertalobtly
Corp. v. United Artists Tricristoa, lac., 392 1'.S. 390, 390 n. 17 (19(15).

t"- The report says to. 29) that " since the doetrine la an equitable
rule of reason. no generally npplicatde definition Is possible, and each case
raising the question roust be decided nu Its own facts": that (9. 32) the
committee endorses "the purpose oml general scope of the JudIvin) doctrine of
fair use, as outlined earlier in this report. but there Is 110 disposition to freeze
the doetrilic In the statute, especially during n period of technological change.
Beyond a very broad antutory explanation of what fair use Is and sonic of
the criteria applicable to It. the courts most be free to adapt the doctrine to
particular situations on a ease-by-case lauds; and that (p. 32) "Section 107. as
revised by the committee, Is intended to restate the present judtclni doctrine
of fair use, not to change, narrow, or enlarge it In any way."
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a rrangemente involving a mutual understanding of what
generally constitutes acceptable library practices, and pro-
viding workable clearance and licensing coedit ions, have not
been achieved and ai lc overdue. 'rho committee urges all con-
crrned to resume their efforts to reach an accommodation
ender which the needs of scholarship and the rights of
int hors would bot h wspected."

We read t hit; report. as a whole, as recognizing affirmat ivy-
ly that, under the cliSting law, library photocopying can be
"fair use'. in proper circumstances, and as ton ving the deter -

mination of whether the particular circumstances are proper
ones to an evalitat itm "of all the applicable criteria and the
facts of the pa rtieular case." That is, of course, the overall
standard we arc using, and therefore we consider our ap-
proach to be consiste it wit It that of the Committee. Although
one cannot say that 'he report plaees its sanction directly on
the photocopying practices now before its. neither does it
suggest or intimate -hat they are "unfair.- that question is
left open. The report is .nevertheless helpful because it indi-
cates the correctne is of our general approach. and also
because it tent radicts the concept, urged by plaintiff, that
photocopying of an entire article is necessarily 811 in friDge-
ment.

S. The In at componLot we mention, as hearing on "fair
use-, is the 1.r:to lei in foreign count ries. Tlie copyright legis-
lation of the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Denmark. Fin-
land. Italy, NOrW:ly, Sedt.n. France, the th,r111:111 Federal
Republic, Lichtenstein, Mexico, the Netherlands, and the
U.S.S.R. have specific' provisions which we think %would
cover the photocopying activ tries of NLM and r. nada
India, 1 relin.d and South A kica, while having no specific
provisions la multi ing copying of copyrighted oiks for the
purposes of pri'ate research and study, do provide, more
generally, that fair dealing for purposes of private study or
research shall not be an infringement." These provisions in
foreign count ries with problems and backgrounds compar-
able to our own are highly persuasive that the copying done

foreign lAws are complied in Copyright Lows and Treaties of 1110
World, published by UNESCO.
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hero should be considered a "fair use," not an infringement.3°
Where Congress has left such a large void to be filled entirely
by the courts, it is appropriate for us to consider what other
jurisdictions have done either by way of legislation or
judicial decision.

IV

Fusing these elements together, we conclude that plaintiff
has failed to show that the defendant's use of the copyrighted
material has been "unfair," and conversely we find that
these practices have up to now been "fair." There has been
no infringement. As Professor (now Mr. 'Justice) Kaplan ob-
served, it is "fundamental that 'use' is not the same as
`infringement.' [and] that use short of infringement is to be
encouraged * * *. " Kaplan, An, Unhurried View of Copy-
right 51 (1967) ; see Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists
Television, Inc., 392 U.S. 390, 393-95 (1968).

So as not to be misunderstood, we reemphasize four
interrelated aspects of our holding. The first is that the con-
clusion that defendant's particular use of plaintiff's copy-
righted material has been "fait:" rests upon all of the
elements discussed in Part. III, supra, and not upon any one,
or any combination less than all. We do not have to, and do
not, say that any particular component would be enough,
either by itself or together with some of the others. Con-
versely, we do not have to, and do not, say that all the ele-
ments we mention are essential to a finding of "fair use."
They all happen to be present here. and it is enough for this
case to rule, as we do, that at least when all co-exist in com-
bination a "fair use" is made out.

Connected with this point is the second one that our holding
is restricted to the type and context of use by NII-I and NIZI,
as shown by this record. That is all we have before us, and
we do not pass on dissimilar systems or uses of copyrighted
materials by other institutions or enterprises, or in other

30 The general report of the Committee of Experts on the Photol;rnphle
Reproduction of Protected works [a joint committee of UNESCO and the
United International Bureau for the Protection of Intellectual Property
(BIRPI) I recommended that libraries should have the right to provide one
copy free of copyright for each user provided that such copy, In the case of
a periodical, shall not be more than a single article, 4 Copyright 195, 197
(19438).
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fields, or as applied to items other than journal articles, or
with other significant variables. We have nothing to say, in
particular, about the possibilities of computer print-outs or
other such products of the newer technology now being born.
Especially since we believe, as stressed infra, that the problem
of photo and mechanical reproduction calls for legislative
guidance and legislative treatment, we feel a strong need to
obey the canon of judicial parsimony, being stingy rather
than expansive in the reach of our holding.

The third facet articulates the same general premiseour
holding rests upon this record which fails to show a signifi-
cant detriment to plaintiff but, does demonstrate injury to
medical and scientific research if photocopying of this kind is
held unlawful. We leave untouched, because we do not have to
reach them, the situations where the copyright owner is shown
to be hurt or the recipients (or their interests) would not be
significantly injured if the reproductions were ruled to
infringe.

Finally, but not at all least, we underline again the need
for Congressional treatment of the problems of photocopying.
The 1909 Act LS almost nothing by way of directives, the
judicial doctrine of "fair use" is amorphous and open-ended,
and the courts are now precluded, both by the Act and by the
nature of the judicial process, from contriving pragmatic or
compromise solutions which would reflect the legislature's
choices of policy and its mediation among the competing in-
terests. The Supreme Court has pointed out that such a "job is
for Congress" (Fortnightly Corp. v. United Arti sts Televi-
sion, Inc., 392 U.S. 390, 401 (1968) ), and in an earlier copy-
right case in which it was recognized that the owner might
be morally or economically entitled to protection the Court
applied "the act of Congress [as it] now stands," saying that
the other "considerations properly address themselves to the
legislative and not to the judicial branch of the Government."
White-Smith Music Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1, 18 (1908).
Hopefully. he result in the present case will be but a "holding
operation" in the interim period before Congress enacts its
preferred solution.

On this record and for these reasons, we hold the plaintiff
not entitled to recover and dismiss the petition.
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:.PPENDI

ROM; DISCUSSIONS OF 1d1nR.111Y PHOTOCOPY! NG

Varner, Photoduplication of Copyrighted Material by
Libraries. Study No. 15, Copyright Lang Revision, St tidies
Prepared for Senate. Comm. on the. Judi.lary. Stith Cong.,
2d Sess. (19(10) ; Sophar and L. I leilprin The Detcmina-
t ion of Legal Facts and Econo-nic Gruidepos s with Resiout to
the Dissemination of Scientific and EducaC real in formation
as it is Affected by opyrightA Status leport, Final Re-
port. Prepared by The Committee to Inv( stigate Copyright
Problems Affecting Communication in Science and Educa-
tion. Inc.. for the U.S. Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare. Project \o. 70793 (1967) : Report of the Reg-
ister of Copyright: on the General Revision of the U.S.
Copyright Law to tde House Comm. on the .Tudiciary. 87th
Cong.. 2d Ses's. at 2:-26 (1901): ProjectNew Technology
and Ow Law of Cop vright : Reprography and Computers, tri
U.C.L.A. L. Is!:,v. 931 ( 191)8) ; V. Clapp, CopyrightA
Librarian's View, Prepared for the National Advisory Com-
mission on Libraries. Association of American Libraries
(1908) ; Schuster and Bloch. Mechanical Copyright, Copy-
right Law. and the Teacher. 17 Clev.Mar. L. Rev. 299
(1008) ; "Report on Single Copies"Joint Libraries Com-
mittee on Fair Use in Photocopying, 9 Copyright Soc'y Bull.
79 (1961-02) ; Breyer, The Uneasy .7ase for Copyright : A
Study of Copyright in Books Pho.ocopies, and Computer
Programs." 84 Nary. L. Rev. 281 (1970) ; Note. "Statiitoi
Copyright Protection for Books ,,nd Magazines Against
Machine Copying." :19 Notre Dame Lawyer 101 (1904) : Note.
Education and Copyrio.lit Law : An Analysis of the Amended
Copyright Revision Bill and Proposals for Statutory Licens-
iwr and a. Clearinghonse System," 56 Va. I.. Rev. (1(14 (1970) ;
Hattery and Bush (ed.), Reprography and Copyright Law
(1901).

COWEN, Chief Judge, dissenting:
It is my opinion that our former Trial Judge James F.

Davis fully and correctly resolved the difficult and perplex-
ing issues presented by this case in his scholarly and well-
reasoned opinion. I would therefore adopt his opinion, find-
ings of fact., and recommended conclusions of law as a basis
for a judgment by the court in favor of the plaintiff.

In its discussion of the grounds for the decision which
rejected the trial judge's conclusions, the court has, in my
opinion, unduly enwhasiz,!d the facts that are. favorable to
the defendant and has given inadequate consideration to
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other facts which led the trial judge to reach a contrary
result. For these reasons, I am incorporating in this dissent
those portions of the trial judge's opinion which I think are
particularly .pertinent to the grounds upon which the case
has been decided. In view of the court's extensive discussion
of the issues and its consideration of sonic matters not argued
to the trial judge, I mu supplementing his opinion with the
material that follows.

As a preface to my disagreement with the court, I think
it would be helpful to point out that this is not a case involv-
ing copying of copyrighted material by a scholar or his
secretary in aid of his research, nor is it a case where a
teacher has reproduced such material for distribution to his
class. Also, it, is not a case where doctors or scientists have
quoted portions of plaintiff's copyrighted articles in the
course of writing other articles in the same field. We are not
concerned here with a situation in which a library makes
copies of ancient manuscripts or xvoin-ont magazines in order
to pre -ve information. What we have before us is a case of
whole he. machine copying, and distribution of copyrighted
material by defendant's libraries on a scale so vast that it
dwarfs the output of many small publishing companies. In
order to fill requests for copies of articles in medical and
scientific journals, the NIII made 80,000 Xerox copies in 1970,
constituting 910.000 pages. In 1968. the NUNI distributed
120.000 copis of such journal articles, totalling about 1.2
million pages. As the trial judge correctly ol)served, this
extensive. operation is not only a copying of the copyrighted
articles, it is also a reprinting by modern methods and publi-
cation by a very wide distribution to requesters and users.

Photographic Reproduction of Plaintiff's Journal Articles
Is An Abrhlgement of the Copyright Owner's Exclusirr
Right To Copy

The majority maintains there is a "solid doubt" whether
and how far the word "copy" in Section 1(a) of the 1909
Copyright Act applies to books and journals. The argument
continues that the infringement of periodi^.al articles can
come only through "printing," "reprinting," or "publishing."
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Certainly few things in the law are beyond all doubt or
qualification. I think it is apparent, however, from the word-
ing of the 1009 Act, and from the cases interpreting that Act,
that Congress intended the word "copy" to apply to books
and journals as well as other copyrightable materials. Se,el'on
1(a) of the 1909 Act gives the copyright proprietor the ex-
clusive right to "print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend the
copyrighted work." 17 U.S.C. § 1 (19-.'0). It follows that
copying of a substantial portion of the copyrighted work by
someone other than the copyright owner would be an
inft ingement.

I think the trial judge correctly concluded that there is
nothing in the legislative history of the 1909 Act which
indicates that a restrictive definition of the word "copy"
was intended. A significant change in the 1909 Act was the
elimination of sections 4964 and 4965 of the prior copyright
statute, which it is claimed, are the source of the distinction
between the copying of books and the copying of other copy-
righted material.1 By removing those two sections and by
adopting the general classification of "copyrighted works"
in Section 1(a) and a general listing of all copyrightable
works in section 5 of the 1909 Act, Congress obliterated the
distinction, if there ever had been one, between the copying
of books and the copying of other materials?

As a result of the simple clarity in the phrasing of the
copyright owner's exclusive rights in the 1909 Act, it is not
surprising that numerous court decisions interpreting that
Act have focused on the copying of copyrighted material
(inclu;ling books and other items of this type) as the in-
fringing act. See. e.g.. Harold Lloyd Corp. v. Witwer, 65
F. 2d 1, 16-19 (9th Cir. 1933) ; King Features Syndicate v.
Fleischer, 299 F. 533, 535 (2d Cir. 1924).

These sections had been in the copyright law since 1831 and had been
twice re-enacted. Act of February 3, 1831, ch. 16, S§ 6 and 7, 4 Stat. 436; Act
of July 8, 1870, ch. 230, H 99 and 100, 16 Stat. 214; Act of March 3, 1891,
ch. 565, §§ 4964 and 4965, 26 Stat. 1109.

2 The trial judge ohserved that it was the intent of Congress in all the
copyright acts to proscribe the unauthorized duplication of copyrighted works.
The words used in the various statutes were simply attempts to define the
then-current means by which duplication could be effected. I believe this is
a fair statement, but it is not necessary to debate the statutory history in
light of the changes in the 1909 Act.
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I have not been able to find one decision since the 1909 Act
which has held that the word "copy" hi section 1(a) would
not apply to the making of one or a number of copies of a
book or other material of this type. The cases have simply
not recognized the claimed distinction between copying and
printing or publishing. For example, in New York Tribune,
Inc. v. Otis cf Co., 39 F. Supp. 67 (S.D.N.Y. 1941), the court
found the making of photostatic copies of plaintiff's news-
paper editorial and masthead to be a "good cause of action
on its face," and denied defendant's motion for summary
judgment. Id. at 68. The defendant in that case had dis-
tributed the photocopies to a selected list of public officials,
bankers, educators, economists and other persons. The court
drew no distinction between printing, publishing, or copying.
By comparison, the copying and distributing of the news-
paper editorial and masthead in that case is very similar to
the copying and distributing of the journal articles in the
present a ction.3

Therefore, I do not think there is substantial doubt that
the photocopying by defendant's libraries is a copy of the
plaintiff's journal articles in violation of the copyright own-
er's exclusive rig,hi, to copy or to multiply copies of his work
under section 1 (a). I can see no reason to cl,,AW a distinction
between copying of "books" and copying of other materials
when the distinction is expressly rejected on the face of the
copyright statute, has not been observed in numerous cases
applying the 1909 Act, and has no reasonable basis in light of
the purposes of copyright protection'

a For cases involving the copying of segments from a copyrighted catalog by
photographic reproduction, Roc Iledermin Products Corp. v. Tap-Rite Prods.
Corp., 228 F. Supp. 630, 633-34 (D.N.J. 1904) ; R. R. Donnelley & Sons Co. v.
Haber, 43 P. Supp. 456, 458-59 (E.D.N.Y. 1942).

+The fact that Dr. Putnam, the Lita orlon of Congress at the time of the
1909 Act, interpreted the word "copy" not to include library photoduplication
is no Indication that the Congress drafted the statnte with this Intent. The
absence of any provision t Rowing library photoduptication in the statute or
the legislative history indLates, as much as anything else, that Congress did
not consider it to be exempt from the Act. The many efforts to amend the law
to authorize photocopying by libraries provide a strong indication that exist.
Ing law was not intended to grant this exemption to libraries. See n. 14, trial
judge's opinion.

525-615-73-3
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II

The Photocopying of Plaintiff's Copyrighted Articl!s Was
Not Fair Use

1. Realizing the necessity for showing that the de endant's
unauthorized copying of plaintiff's articles was both reason-
able and insubstantial, the court relies heavily on policies
which were adopted by the libraries in 1965. Although these
policies were designed to limit the extent of copying that
had been done in prior years, the trial judge's opinion and
the findings of fact show the exceptions are routinely granted
by the defendant's libraries, that there is no way to enforce
most of the limitations, and that defendant is operating a
reprint service which supplants the need for journal
subscri ptions.

In particular, the trial judge has, I think, clearly demon-
strated that the claimed "single-copy-per-request" limita-
tion is both illusory and unrealistic. He has -found, and it is
not disputed, that the libraries will duplicate the same ar-
ticle over and over again, even for the same user, within a
short space of time. NEM will supply requesters photocopies
of flick sama article, one c fter another, on consecutive days,
even with knowledge of such facts. I find great difficulty in
detecting any difference between the furnishing by defend-
ant's libraries of ten copies of one article to one patron, which
he thendistributes, and giving each of ten patrons one copy
of the same article. The damage to the copyright proprietor
is the same in either case.

2. The law is well settled, and I believe not questioned by
the court in this case, that under Section 3 of the Copyright
Act, plaintiff's copyrights of the journals cover each article
contained therein as fully as if each were individually copy-
righted. Section 3 expressly mentions periodicals, and for the
purpose of determining whether there has been infringement,
each copyrightable component is to be treated as a complete
work. Markham v. A. E. Borden Co., 206 F. 2c1 199, 201 (1st
Cir. 1953).

It is undisputed that the photocopies in issue here Were
exact duplicates of the original articles; they were intended
to be substitutes for and they served the same purpose as the
original articles. They were copies of complete copyrighted
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works within the meaning of Sections 3 and 5 of the Copy-
right Act. This is the very essence of wholesale copying and,
without more, defeats the defense of fair use. The rule to be
applied in such a situation was stated in Leon V. Pacific Tele-
phone & Telegraph, Co., 91 F. 2d 484, 486 (9th Cir. 1937)
as follows:

Counsel have not disclosed a single authority, nor have
we been able to find one, which lends any support to the
proposition that wholesale copying and publication of
copyrighted material can ever be fair use.

For other cases to the same effect, sec Public Affairs Associ-
ates, Inc. v. Ricleover, 284 F. 2c1 262, 272 (D.C. Cir. 1960),
judgment 'vacated for insufficient record, 369 U.S. 111
(1962) ; Benny v. Loew's Inc., 239 F. 2d 532, 536 (9th Cir.
1956), aff'd by an equally divided court sub nom., Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc. v. Loew's Jim., 356 U.S. 43 (1958) ;
Holdredge v. Knight Publishing C or p., 214 F. Stipp. 921, 924
(S.D. Cal. 1963 \. See also M. Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright
§ 145 at 650-51 .1973 ed.) ,

Although the majority states that the rule announced in
the cases cited above is an "overbroad generalization, unsup-
ported by the decisions and rejected by years of accepted
practice," the court cites no decisions in support of its
posi tion.

3. I recognize that the doctrine of fair use permits writers
of scholarly works to make reasonable use of previously
copyrighted material by quotation or paraphrase, at least
where the amount of copying is small and reliance on other
sources is demonstrated. See, e.g., Rosemont Enterprises, Inc.
v. Random, House, ',lc., 366 F. 2d 303 (2d Cir. 196G), cert.
denied, 385 U.S. 100P (1967) ; Simms v. Stanton, 75 F. 6, 13-14
(C.C.N.D. Cal. 1.89.;). However, I think the basic error in
the court's decision 1.4 its holding tlut the fair use privIlege
usually granted to such writers should be extended to cover
the massive copying and distribution operation conducted
by defendant's libraries. The articles are not reproduced by
the libraries to enable them to write other articles in the same
field. In fact, booksellers and licensed copiers of plaintiff's
journals sell copies of journal articles to the same class of
users and for the same purposes as the copies reproduced by
defendant's libraries.
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I do not believe that anyone would contend that the ulti-
mate use of the purchased articles by scientists, doctors, or
drug companies would permit the commercial concerns men-
tioned to reproduce copies without plaintiff's permission. In
an effort to overcome this ob,"- !le, the majority relies in part
on the nature and function of the NDT and the NIX and the
fact that the articles axe reproduced and distributed free of
charge. I do not know of any case which holds that an un-
authorized reproduction which is made without profit
amounts to fair use by the infringer, and there are decisions
to the contrary .5

Moreover, as plaintiff has pointed out, almost every service
provided by Government agencies is financed by appropriated
funds and furnished without charge to the recipient. If Con-
gress had intended to relieve Government agencies from lia-
bility for copyright infringement whenever the material is
copied or otherwise reproduced without charge to the recip-
ient, there would have been no need for the enactment of the
1960 Amendment, now 28 U.SC. § 1498(b), which gives us
juriscliotion of this action.

Defendant also argues that its libraries are entitled to the
fair use privilege of scientists, researchers, or scholars, ',le-
cause the libraries act as their agent in making the photo-
copies at their request. This argument is so far-fetched that
the majority balks at embracing it completely. It collides
with reality. Tim libraries installed and operate the repro-
duction and distribution operation on their own initiative
and without ary kind of an agreement with the ultimate
users of the copies. There is no showing that these alleged
and in the case of NLM generally unknownprincipals have
any say in the formulation of the policies and practices 'If the
photocopying operation. The libraries decide, without con-
sulting or obtaining the consent of the alleged principals,
whether to loan the original of the journals or to provide

5 it has been held that the copying or winting of something which lens beet'
lawfully copyrighted is an infringement "without any requirement that there
be a sale or thnt profits be made from sale of the copies." Chappell & Co., Inc. v.
Costa, 45 F. Supp. 554, 550 (S.D.N.Y. 1942), In WI htol v. Crow, 309 P. 2d
777 (8th Clr. 1962). the First Methodist Church was found to be liable for a
choral instructor's copying of a copyrighted song.
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photompies. The libraries are no more the agent of the users
of the material than are the venders of plaintiff's magazines
and the commercial concerns which are licensed by plaintiff
to make and sell copies to doctors and scientists. The essen-
tial elements of agency are wholly lacking.

4. The trial judge found that it is reasonable to infer from
the evidence that the extensive unauthorized copying of
plaintiff's journal has resulted in some loss of revenue and
serves to diminish plaintiff's potential market. for the original
articles. Since the inferAnces made by the trial judge may
reasonably be drawn from the facts and circumstances in
evidences they are presumptively as correct as his findings
of fact. Bonnar v. baited States, 1J4 Ct. Cl. 103, :39, 438
F. 2d 540, 542 (1971). See also Bawingartner v. United States,
322 U.S. 665, 670 (1944) ; Penn - Texas Corp. v. Morse, 242
F. 2d 243, 247 (7th Cir. 1957). Accordingly, under the stand-
ards which we employ for reviewing the findings of our trial
judges, I would adopt these findings. Davis v. United States,
164 Ct. Cl. 612, 616-17 (1964) ; Wilson v. United States, 151
Ct. Cl. 271, 273 (1960) .

Although the court states that it rejects the trial determina-
tions as to both actual and potential damage to plaintiff, I
think the opinion shows that the court's conclusion is based
primarily on its finding that plaintiff failed to prove actual
damages. In so doing, the majority relies heavily on evidence
that the plaintiff's profits have grown faster than the gross
national product and that plaintiff's annual taxable income
has increased. This evidence is irrelevant to the economic ef-
fects of photocopying the journals in this case, because these
periodicals account for a relatively small percent of plain-
tiff's total business. Moreover, the extent of plaintiff's taxable
income for the years mentioned does not reflect the effect of
defendant's photocopying of plaintiff's journals, and par-
ticularly the effect it will have on the prospects for con-
tinued publication in the future.

By the very nature of an action for infringement, the
copyright proprietor often. Las a difficult burden of proving
the degree of injury. It is well established, however, that
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proof of actual damages is not required, and the defense of
fair use may be overcome where potential injury is shown.
See, e.g., Henry Holt 6 Co., Inc. v. Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co., 23 F. Supp. 302, 304 (E.D. Pa. 1938). As
Professor Nimmer has stated, the courts look to see whether
defendant's work "tends to diminish or prejudice the poten-
tial sale of the plaintiff's work." ill. Nimmer, Nimmer on
Copyright§ 145 at G4G (1973 ed.).

The problem posed by library photocopying of copy-
righted material. has long been a subject of controversy. Sev-
eral studies of this problem have pointed out that extensive
photocopying by libraries is unfair because of its potential
damage to the copyright owner Thetrial.judge has quoted
from the reports of several of these studies,°

In a thorough and thoughtful discussion of the effects of
reprography, prepared at the University of California, Los
Angeles, and .funded by the National Endowment for the
Arts. it is stated :

It has long been argued that copying by hand "for
the purpose of private study and review" would be a
fair use. Users arc now asserting that machine copying
is merely a substitute for hand copying and is, there-
fore, a fair use. But this argument ignores the economic
differences between the two types of copying. Copying
by hand is extremely time consuming and costly, and is
not an economic threat to authors. Tiiewing reprography
as though i' were hand copying, however, overlooks the
effect of the total member of machine copies made. Few
people ?taint/ copy, but millions find machine copying
economical, and convenient. Allowing individual users
to decide that their machine copying will not injure the
author and will thus be a fair use fails to tak; into ac-
count the true economic effect when tlunisacds of such
individual decisions are aggregated.

The problem is vividly presented by the practice of
a See the trial Judge's opinion for quotations from R. Varmet. Pbotoduplica-

tion of Copyrighted Material by Libraries, Study No. 15, Copyright Law Revi-
sion, Studies Prepared for the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, Stith Cong.,
2d Sess. 02-63 (t900): Report of the Register of Copyrights on the General
Revision of the U.S. Copyright Law, House Committee Print, 87th Cong., 1st
Sess. 25-26 (1901). M. Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright § 145 at 6C3-54 (1973
ed.). See also Crossland. The Rise and Fall of Pair Use: The Protection of
Literary Afoterials Against Copyright lnfringement by New and Developing
Media, 20 S. Ca r. L. Rev. 153,154 (1963).
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the National Library of Medicine. The Library justifies
its distribution of reprographic copies of journal articles
to biomedical libraries (without permission of the
copyright owner) on the basis of a 1939 understanding
between publishers and libraries called the "Gentlemen's
Agreement." Under this agreement photocopies are
permitted whenever the user would have made a hand
copy himself, the rationale being that no purchases of
the author's work are displaced under these circum-
stances. When an individual would actually copy by
hand, the theory is valid; there is no sound reason to
force. him to do the work. But many people obtain copies
from the library who would not copy by hand, and who
might in fact buy a copy of the work if they were un-
able to receive an inexpensive machine reproduction of
it. Thus, the library interprets the Gentlemen's Agree-
ment in its favor and thereby "justifies" a substantial
amount of copying. (Emphasis supplied.) Project, New
Technology and the Law of Copyright: Reprography
and Computers, 15 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 931, 951 (1968).

As the majority points out, one study, made in 1962, con-
cluded that photocopying did not result in economic damage
to publishers at that time : Fry & Associates, Survey of Copy-
righted Material Reproduction Practices in Scientific and
Technical Fields, 11 Bull. Cr. Soc. 69, 71 (1963). This study
also stated :

One situation was reported during the survey in which
economic damage may occur. A prominent university
library in a small town with several corporate research
and development centers gives excellent service on its col-
lection. This library felt that these corporate libraries
are subscribing to only the minimum number of journals.
They rely on the university to supply photocopies of
other material.

This is the one clear-cut example disclosed during the
survey of dilution of the publishers' ; rculation market..
Id. at 119.

Indeed, this example is very nearly the situation presented
by this case. GoNernment institutions, medical schools, hos-
pitals, research foundations, drug companies, and individ-
ual physicians are supplementing their collections, if they
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subscribe to any journals, by acquiring free photocopies of
articles from the NLM.T

In addition to the conclusions of those who have studied
the problem extensively. there are other facts and circum-
stances in this record which I think amply support the views
of the trial judge that the system used by defendant's li-
braries for distributing free copies of plaintiff's journal arti-
cles attracts some potential purchasers of plaintiff'sjjournals.

Subscription sales provide most of the reveliie derived
fr,,m the marketing of plaintiff's journals. It is important to
remember that each of plaintiff's journals caters to and serves
a limited market. Plaintiff's share of the profits from these
journals has varied from less than $1,000 to about $7,000 an-
nually.8 In the context of rish.g costs of publication, an in-
ability to attract new customers, and the loss of even a small
number of old subscribers may have a large detrimental effect
on the journals. A representative of William & Wilkins Com-
pany testified that in recent years there have been journals
that have failed, and in the opinion of those at Williams &
Wilkins, photocopying has played a role in these failures .°
The majority relies on the fact that subscriptions for the four
journals in this case have shown a general increase over the
last. five years, but two of the journals, Medicine and Phar-

*It should he noted that the Fry survey wns n.ade when photocopying was
not as prominent as it Is today. Even at that rime, the Fry Report notes that
larger publishers (who were photocopied most hc,.avily) complained about the
effects of photocopying. Fry Report at 86/.3. Secondly, the Fry Report
operates on the dubious assumption that in mcst MHOS the photocopy serves
no ft substitute for loaning the original material and does no more damage
than would loaning of the originni material.

In addition to the Fry Report, the majority cites a statement by Dan Lacy,
Managing Director, American Book Publisher's Council. to the effect that
photocopying is undertaken In lieu of manual note talchor, typing, or hand-
writing a copy, and In lieu of a. library loan rather than k lieu of buying a
copy. We can hardly expect a representative of an organization of book pub-
lishers to be an expert on the problems of journal publishers. Library photo-
copying of hooks does not pose the same threat to a hook publisher as photo-
copying of journal articles does to its publisher. Rarely are books
photocopied completely. At present. there appears to be no competition for
the consumer market between libraries and book rublishers.

For example, in 1968, profit from Pharmacological Reviews was $1,154.44
(on sales of nbout $40,000). The profit was divided, $1,039 to the American
Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics and /115.44 to
plaintiff. In 1069, net income from Gastroenterology was $21,312 (ex sates of
about $245,000) and $11.532.35 of that amount was offset by losses the previ-
ous year, leaving a balance of $0,770.73. The balance was split hetwe,,n plain.
tiff and the American Gnstroenterological Association, plaintiff' getting
$4.889.90.

Tr. at 73.
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mcwological Reviews, have shown a slight decrease in sub-
scriptions from 1908 to 1969. In addition, the Journal of
Immunology showed losses in the period prior to 1961;
Gastroenterology showed losses in 1967 and 1908; Pharma-
cological Reviews showed a loss in 1969. There is no evidence
to show specifically whether any particular instance or in-
stances of unauthrized photocopying of plaintiff's journals
has or has not resulted in the loss of reVe1111e to plaintiff.
lIowever, I think the record, as a whole, supports the determi-
nation of the trial judge that the photocopying in his case
has had a tendency to diminish plaintiff's markets in the past.

The NLM publishes a monthly indexed c ttalog of journal
articles in medicine and related sciences entitled "Index
Medicos." The indcx is widely distributed to medical li-
braries, research centers schools, hospitals, and physicians.
The catalog announces iLs new publications and acquisitions
and thus advertises to the medical and scientific community,
which constitutes plaintiff's market, that certain articles are
available free of charge in the form of a photocopy.

At the present thne, the NIH purchases only two sub-
scriptions to plaintiff's journals. If nothing else, it would
certainly need more than the two copies to meet the requests
of the large in-house staff. Although it has been argued that
the photocopies are merely a substitute for the loan of an
original and does no more harm than the loan of the original
material, I think this argument is fallacious. One copy of
the original material could not possibly be loaned to as many
requesters as the numerous photocopies, the competitive effect
of which is much greater. Also, the photocopies are not re-
qnired to be returned and become the property of the pos-
sessor. They can be marked, cut into segments, placed in the
files. and otherwise put to uses that would be impossible with
a loan of the original. While the library may look at the giv-
ing of a photocopy as a substitute for a loan, the user and
would-be purchaser gets an exact copy of the original article
which is a substitute for a purchased copy.

One of the new sources of income to publishers is the sup-
plying of back issnes or providing copies of such issues. When
plaintiff receives a request for an out-of-print article, the
customer is generally referred to the Institute of Scientific
Information, which is licensed by plaintiff to make the photo-
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copies. If the same articles can be obtained from the NLM
without charge, it seems obvious that the supplying of free
copies by the defendant's libraries will tend to diminish
plaintiff's income from this source. NMI reproduces and
supplies copies of journal articles to the patrons of other
libraries. Therefore, the libraries who make the requests do
not have to buy subscriptions for the use of their own patrons.

III

Foreign Laws Do Not Justify an Exemption From the
Copyright Laws

The court relies to some extent on the copyright laws of the
United Kingdom, New Zealand, Denmark, Finland, Italy,
and other countries. The plaintiff says there are many differ-
ences between our copyright laws and those of other coun-
tries, and plaintiff does not agree that the defendant would
be exempt from liability under the statutes of some of the
countries named. However, we need not delve into the details
of the copyright legislation of these foreign countries. There
is a shorter answer to the court's reliance on foreign laws.
Unlike the legislative bodies of these countries, the Congress
has not yet changed the Copyright Act of 1909 to permit the
same kind of copying by the NIH and the NLM. If the time
has come when the defendant's libraries should be exempted
from the provisions of the Copyright Act to the extent per-
mitted by the court's decision, the exemption should be pro-
vided by legislative action rather than by judicial
legislation.

Iv
A. Judgment for Plaintiff Will Not injure Medicine and

Medical Research

The court has bottomed its decision to a very large extent
on its finding, which is not disputed, that medical science
would be seriously hurt if the photocopying by defendant's
libraries is entirely stopped. But the court goes further and
concludes that a judgment for plaintiff would -lead to this
result. It is not altogether clear to me how the court arrives
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at the Recond conclusion, and I think it is based on un-
warranted assumptions.

The plaintiff does not propose to stop such photocopying
and does not desire that result. What plaintiff seeks is a
reasonable royalty for such photocopying and, in this case,
a recovery of reasonable compensation for the infringement
of its copyrights. Plaintiff has established a licensing system
to cover various methods of reproducing its journal articles,
including reproduction by photocopying. One of the licensees
is a Government agency, and on several occasions plaintiff
has granted requests from Government agencies and others
for licenses to make multiple copies (Finding 36). In May
1967, the photocopying of plaintiff's journal articles was
monitored by NIAM for a 90-day period which was judged
to be a representative sample. As the trial judge has shown,
NLM found that it would have paid plaintiff from WO to
$300 if it had granted plaintiff's request for royalty pay-
ments. The Director of NIX testified that this was, in his
opinion, a surprisingly small sum. He also testified (Part
III, trial judges opinion) that the payment of a royalty to
plaintiff for photocopying "has nothing to do with the op-
eration of the library in the fulfillment of * * * [its]
func:,ion. It is an economic and budgetary- consideration and
not a service-oriented kind of thing." This is the orly direct,
testimony that I have found on how the payment of royalties
for photocopying will afie,ct the functions of tl- e library,
and it gives no indication or initimation that th payment
of royalties to plaintiff will force NLM to cease the
photocopying.

The court has laid. heavy emphasis on the public interest
in maintaining a free flow of information to doctors and
scientists, and on the injury that might result if this flow
should be stopped. However, there is another facet to the
public interest question which is presented in this case. The
trial judge put it well in his statement :

The issues raised by this case are but part of a larger
problem which continues to plague our institutions with
ever-increasing complexityhow best to reconcile, on
the one hand, the rights of authors and publishers under
the copyright laws with, on the other hand, the techno-
logical improvements in copying techniques and the
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legitimate public need for rapid dissemination of scien-
tific and technical literature. (Part III, trial judge's
opinion)

In enacting the 1909 Act, the House Committee said :

The enactment of copyright legislation by Congress
under the terms of the Constitution is not based upon
any natural right that the author has in his writings
* * but upon the ground that the welfare of the public
will be served and progress of science and useful arts will
be promoted by securing to authors for limited periods
the exclusive rights to their writings. H.R. Rep. No.
2222, MU Cong., 24 Ses,s. 7 (1909) .

In Mazer v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954), the Supreme
Court emphasized that the 3opyright protection given to
authors and publishers is designed to advance public wel-
fare. stating:

"The copyright law, like the patent statutes, makes
reward to the owner a secondary consideration. * * *"
ITowever, it is "intended definitely to grant, valuable,
enforceable rights to authors, publishers, etc. * * *"

The economic philosophy behind the clause empower-
ing Congress to grant patents and copyrights is the con-
viction that encouragen it of individual effort by
personal gain is the best way to advance public welfare
through the talents of authors and inventors in "Science
and useful Arts."

In order to promote the progress of science, not nnly must
authors be induced to write new works, but also publishers
must be induced to disseminate those works to the public.
This philosophy has guided our country, with limited ex-
ceptions, since its beginning, and I am of the opinion that
if there is to be a fundamei tal policy change in this system.
such as a blanket- exception for library photocopying, it is
for the Congress to determine, not for the courts. The courts
simply cannot draw the distinctions so obviously necessary
in this area.

The court recognizes that the solution which it has under-
taken to provi,le in this case is preeminently a problem for
Congress which should decide how much photocopying
should be allowed, what payments should be made to the
copyright owners, and related questions. Nowhere else in its
opinion is the court on more solid ground than when it
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declares that the "choices involve economic, social, and policy
factors which fLr0 far better sifted by a legislature. The pos-
sible intermediate solutions are also of the pragmatic kind
legislatures, riot courts, can and should fashion." In spite of
this obviously correct. statement, the court has; bridged the
gap which the inaction of Congress has left in the Copyright
Act of 1909.

I agree with the court that we have uo jurisdiction to order
a copyright owner to institute a licensing system if he does
not wish to do so, but I think we are equally powerless to
assume the congressional role by granting what amounts to
a blanket exemption to defendant's libraries. Without too
much difficulty, however, we can determine the amount of
just compensation that is due plaintiff for the infringement
of its copyrights. If that should be done, it may very well
lead to a satisfacto "y agreement between the parties for a
continuation of the photocopying by defendant upon the
payment of a reasonable royalty to plaintiff.

The following portions of the trial judge's opinion are
made a part of this dissent:

I
Plaintiff, though a relatively small company, is a major

publisher of medical journals and books. Plaintiff publishes
37 journals, dealing with various medical specialties. The
four journals in suit are Medicine, Journal of Immunology,
Gastroenterology, and Pharmacological Reviews. Medicine
is published by plaintiff for profit and for its own benefit.
The other three journals are published in conjunction with
specialty medical societies which, by contract, share the jour-
nals' profits with plaintiff. The articles published in the
journals stem from manuscripts submitted to plaintiff (or
one of the medical societies) by physicians or other scientists
engaged in medical research. The journals are widely dis-
seminated throughout the United States (and the world) in
libraries, schools, physicians' offices, and the like. Annual
subscription prices range from about $12 to $44; and, due
to the esoteric nature of the journals' subject matter, the num-
ber of annual subscriptions is relatively small, ranging from
about 3,100 (Pharmacological Reviews) to about 7,000
(Gastroenterology). Most of the revenue derived from the
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journals comes from subscription sales, though a small part
comes from advertising.* The journals are published with
notice of copyright in plaintiff's name. The notice appears
at the front of the journal and sometimes at the beginning of
each article. After publication of each journal issue (usually
monthly or bimonthly) and after compliance with the re-
quisite statutory requirements, the Register of Copyrights
issues to plaintiff certificates of copyright registration.

NIH, the Government's principal medical research orga-
nization, is a conglomerate of institutes located on a multi-
acre campus at Bethesda, Maryland. Each institute is con-
cerned with a particular medical specialty, and the institutes
conduct their activities by way of both intramural research
and grants-in-aid to private individuals and organizations.
NIH employs over 12,000 persons-4,000 are science profes-
sionals and 2,000 have doctoral degrees. To assist its intra-
mural programs, NIH maintains a technical library. The
library houses about 150,000 volumes; of which about 30,000
are books and the balance scientific (principally medical)
journals. The library is open to the public, but is used mostly
by NIH in-house research personnel. The library's budget for
1970 was $1.1 million.

The NIH library subscribes to about 3,000 different journal
titles, four of which are the journals in suit. The library sub-
scribes to two copies of each of the journals in suit. As a gen-
eral rule, one copy stays in the library reading room and the
other copy circulates among interested NIH personnel. De-
mand by NIH research workers for access to plaintiff's
journals (as well as other journals to which the library sub-
scribes) is usually not met by in-house subscription copies.
Consequently, as an integral part of its operation, the library
runs a photocopy service for the benefit of its research staff.
On request, a researcher can obtain a photocopy of an article
from any of the journals in the library's collection. Usually,
researchers request photocopies of articles to assist them in
their on-going projects; sometimes photocopies are requested
simply for background reading. In any event, the library
does not monitor the reason for requests or the use to which

E.g., the November 1956 issue of Medicine has 86 pages, four of which
carry commercial product advertising. The August 1965 issue of Journal of
Immunology has 206 pages, nine of which carry commercial product
advertising.
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the photocopies are put. The photocopies are not returned to
the library ; and the record shows that, in most instances,
researchers keep them in their private files for future
reference.

Four regularly assigned employees operate the NIH photo-
copy equipment. The equipment oons10-s of microfilm cameras
and Xerox copying machines. In 1970, the library photocopy
budget was $86,000 and the library filled 85,744 requests for
photocopies of journal articles (including plaintiff's jour-
nals), constituting about 930,000 pages. On the average, a
journal article is 10 pages long, so that in 1970, the library
made about 93,000 photocopies of articles.

NLM is located on the Bethesda campus of NIH. NLM was
formerly the Armed Forces Medical Library. In 1956, Con-
gress transferred the library from the Department of Defense
to the Public Health Service (renaming it the National Li-
brary of Medicine), and declared its purpose to be "* * * to
aid the dissemination and exchange of scientific and other in-
formation important to the progress of medicine and to the
public health * * *." 42 U.S.C. § 275 (1970). NLM is a repos-
itory of much of the world's medical literature. NLM is in es-
sence a "librarians' library." As part of its operation, NLM co-
operates with other libraries and like research-and-education-
oriented institutions (both public and private) in a so-called
"interlibrary loan" program. Upon request, NLM will loan
to such institutions, for a limited time, books and other mate-
rials in its collection. In the case of journals, the "loans"
usually take the form of photocopies of journal articles which
are supplies' by NLM free of charge and on a no-return basis.
The term "loan" therefore is a euphemism when journal
articles are involved. NLM's loan policies are fashioned after
the General Interlibrary Loan Code, which is a statement of
self-imposed regulations to be followed by all libraries which
cooperate in interlibrary loaning. The Code provides that
each library, upon request for a loan of materials, shall decide
whether to loan the original or provide a photoduplica.te. The
Code n rtes that photoduplication of copyrighted materials
may raise copyright infringement problems, particularly
with regard to "photographing whole issues of periodicals or
books with current copyrights, or in making multiple copies
of a publication." [Emphasis in original text.] NLM, there-
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fore, will provide only one photocopy of a particular article,
per request, and will not photocopy on any given request an
entire journal issue. NLM, as well as other libraries, justifies
this practice on the basis of a so-called "gentlemen's agree-
ment," written in 1935 by the National Association of Book
Publishers and the Joint Committee on Materials for Re-
search (representing the libraries), which states in part, "A
library * * * owning books or periodical volumes in which
copyright still subsists may make and deliver a single photo-
graphic reproduction * * * of a part thereof to a scholar
representing in writing that he desires such reproduction in
lieu of loan of such publication or in place of manual tran-
scription and solely for the purposes of research * *."
[Emphasis qupplied.] Each photocopy reproduced by NLM
contains a statement in the margin, "This is a single photo-
static copy made by the National Library of Medicine for
purposes of study or research in lieu of lending the original."

In 1963, a representative year, NLM received about 127,000
requests for interlibrary loans. Requests were received, for
the most part, from other libraries or Government agend's.
However, about 12 percent of the requests came from private
or commercial organizations, particularly drug companies.
Some requests wore for books, in which event the book itself
was loaned. Most requests were for journals or journal
articles; and about 120,000 of the requests were fillea by
photocopying single articles from journals, including plain-
tiff's journals. Usually, the library seeking an interlibrary
loan from NT,M did so at the request of one of its patrons.
If the "loan'' was made by photocopy, the photocopy was
given to the patron who was free to dispose of it as he wiE:hed.
NLAI made no effort to find out the ultimate use to whicl: the
photocopies were I nit ; and there is lio evidence that borrow-
ing libraries kept the "loan" photocopies in their permanent
collections for use by other patrons.

Defendant concedes that within the pertinent accounting
period, NI,31 and the library made at least one photo-
copy of each of eight articles (designated by plaintiff as
the Count I-to-Count VIII articles) from one or more of the
four journals in suit. Defendant also concedes that plaintiff
is the record owner of copyright registrations on the journals.
That would appear to end the matter in plaintiff's favor, for
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§ 1 of the copyright statute (17 U.S.C.) says that the copy-
right owner "* " * shall have the exclusive right: (a) to
print, reprint, publish, copy and vend the copyrighted
work * * *" ; and § 3 of the statute says that, "* * * [t]he
copyright upon composite works or periodicals shall give to
the proprietor thereof all the rights in respect thereto which
he would have if each part were individually copyrighted
under this title." Simply stated, this means that each article
in plaintiff's journals is protected from infringement to the
same extent as the entire journal issue. Advertisers Exch.,
Inc. v. Laufe, 29 F. Supp. 1 (W.D. Pa. 1930) ; King Features
Syndicate v. Fleischer, 299 F. 533 (2d Cir. 1924).5
The ,noninfringement defense

Defendant contends that its acts of copying do not violate
the copyright owner's exclusive right "to copy" the copy-
righted work as provided by 17 U.S.C. § 1. The argument
is that with respect to books and periodicals, Cn, act of making
single copies (i.e., one copy at a time) is not, in itself, suf-
ficient to incur liability; that the "copying," to be actionable,
must include "printing" (or "reprinting") and "publishing"
of multiple copies of the copyrighted work. The argument is
bottomed on analysis of the copyright laws as they have
evolved from 1790 to the prk.sent.8 The early laws distin-
guished "copying" from "printing," "reprinting," and "pub-
lishing," and provided that the copyright in books is in-
fringed by "printing," "reprinting" and "publishing" while
the copyright in other works (e.g., photographs, paintings,
drawings, etc.) is infringed by "copying." The 1909 Copy-
right Act obliterated. any such distinction. It provides in
§ 5 a list of all (gasses of copyrightable subject matter (in-

5 One argument made by defendant to Justify the copying of single articles
from plaintiff's journals Is that each article is but "part" of a journal issue,
which in turn Is but "part" of a journal volume; and, accordingly, defendant
says, its libraries have not copied an "entire" copyrighted work. Section 3
of 17 U.S.C. fully meets that argument, for it Is undisputed that plaintiff
could publish and seek copyright registration on each article separately. As
stated in R.R. Rep. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess, 10 (1909) :

Section 3 [of the Copyright Act] does away with the necessity of taking a
copyright on the contributions of different persons included in a single
publication .1%

Congress enacted the first copyright statute in 1790 (Act of May 31,
1700, ch. 15, 1 Stat. 124). Thereafter, the statute was revised from time
tc time, notably in 1802, 1831, 1870, and 1801. In 1909, the present statute
was passed (Act of March 4, 1909, ch. 320, 35 Stat. 1075) and later was
codified as 17 U.S.C. (Act of July 30, 1997, 61 Stat. 652).
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chiding books and periodicals) , and says in § 1 that the owner
of copyright shall have the exclusive right "to print, reprint,
publish, copy and vend the copyrighted work" [emphasis
supplied]. Thus, tha 1909 Act, unlike the earlier statutes,
does not expressly say which of the proscribed acts of § 1
apply to which classes of copyrightable subject matter of
§ 5. Defendant says that to be consistent with the intent and
purpose of earlier statutes, the "copying" proscription of § 1
should not apply to books or periodicals; rather, only the
proscribed acts of "printing," "reprinting" and "publish-
ing" should apply to books and periodicals.

Defendant's argument is not persuasive and, in any event,
is irrelevant. It is clear from a study of all the copyright
statutes from 1790 to date that what Congress has sought to
do in every statute is to proscribe unauthorized duplication
of copyrighted works. The words used in the various statutes
to define infringing acts (i.e., printing, reprinting, copying,
etc.) were simply attempts to dene the then-current means
by which duplication could be effected. It is reasonable to
infer that in 1909, when Congress included "copying" in
the list of proscribed acts applicable to books and periodicals
(as well as copyrightable subject matter in general), it did
so in light of the fact that new technologies (e.g., photog-
raphy) made it possible to duplicate books and periodicals
by means other than "printing" and "reprinting." The legisla-
tive history of the 1909 Act says little, one way or the other,
about the inatter.9 Nevertheless, N 1 and 5 are plain and
unambiguous on their face; and the Supreme Court held
as recently as 1968, in Fortnightly Corp., supra at 391:

* * * § 1 of the [Copyright] Act enumerates several
"rights" that aro made "exclusive" to the holder of the
copyright. if a person, without authorization from the
copyright holder, puts a copyrighted work to a use uithin
the scope of one of these "exclusive rights," he infringes
the copyright. [Emphasis supplied.]

9 H.R. Rep. No. 2222, Roth Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1009) states :
Subsection (a) of section 1 adopts without change the phraseology of

section 4952 of the Revised Statutes, and this, with the insertion of the
word "copy," practically adopts the phraseology of the first copyright
act Congress ever passedthat of 1790. Many amendments of this were
suggested, but the committee felt that it was safer to retain without
change the old phraseology which has been so often construed iiv the
courts.
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See also the 1961 Register's Report, wherein it is noted at
21 -22:

* * * as several courts have observed, the right em-
braced in the repetitive terms of sec } =on 1(a) is the two-
fold right to make-and publish copi s.

This right is the historic basis of copyright and per-
tains to all categories of copyrighted works. * * * [Em-
phasis supplied.]

The burden, therefore, is on defendant to show that Congress
intended the statute to mean something other than what it
plainly says. Defendant has not carried that burden.

It is also pertinent that the courts have liberally construed
the 1909 Act to take into account new technologies by which
copyrighted works ean be duplicated, and thus infringed. In
Fortnightly Corp., gupra at 395-96, the Court, in dealing
with copyright infringement relating to television, said :

In 1909, radio itself was in its infancy, and television
had not been invented. We read Me statutory language
of 60 years ago in the light of drastic technological
change. [Emphasis supplied.]

To the same effect is Jerome H. Bernick. d Co. v. American
Automobile Accessories Co., 5 F. 2d 411 (6th Cir. 1925),
cert. denied, 260 U.S. 556, which stated at 411:

* * * the statute may be applied to new situations not
anticipated by Congress, if, fairly construed, such situa-
tions come within its intent and meaning. Thus it has
been held both in this country and England that a photo-
graph was a copy or infringement of a copyrighted
engraving under statutes passed before the photographic
process had been developed. [citations omitted] While
statutes should not be stretched to apply to new situations
not fairly within their scopes theythould not be so nar-
rowly construed as to permit their evasion because of
changing habits due to new inventions and discoveries.

Furthermore, defendant's argument that it may "copy,"
short of "printing," "reprinting" and "publishing," is irrele-
vant under the facts of this case. NLM and the NIII library
did not merely "copy" the articles in suit; they, in effect,
"reprinted" and "published" them. "Printing" and "reprint-
ing" connote making a duplicate original, whether by print-
ing press or a more modern method of duplication. Macmil-
lan Co. v. King, 223 F. 862 (D. Mass. 1914) ; M. NmIMER,
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COPYRIGHT § 102 (1971 ed.). "Publishing" moans disseminat-
ing to others, which defendant's libraries clearly did when
they distributed photocopies to requesters and users. Macmil-
lan Co., supra; M. Nmumn, COPYRIGHT § 104 (1971 ed.).

Defendant's contchtion that its libraries make only "single
copies" of journal articles, rather than multiple copies, is
illusory and unrealistic. Admittedly, the libraries, as a gen-
eral rule, -make only one copy per request, usually for differ-
ent users. But the record shows that the libraries duplicate
particular articles over and over again, sometimes even for
the same user within a short timespan. the NIH library
photocopied the Count i article three times within a 3-month
period, two of the times for the same requester; and it copied
the Count IV and Count V articles twice within a 2-month
period, albeit for different users. Tho record also shows that
NLM will supply to requesters photocopies of the same arti-
cle, on:, after the other, on consecutive days, even with knowl-
edge of such facts. In short, the libraries operate comprehen-
sive duplication systems which provide every year thousands
of photocopies articles, many of which are copies of the
same article; and, in essence, the systems are a reprint service
which supplants i:he need for journal subscriptions. The ef-
fects of this so-called "single copying" practice on plaintiff's
legitimate interests as copyright owner are obvious. The
Sophar and Heilprin report, at 16, puts it in terms of a color-
ful analogy : "Babies are still born one at a time, but tne
---orld is rapidly being overpopulated."

The "fair use" defense
Defendant contends that its copying comes under the doc-

trine of "fair use" of copyrighted works. "Fair use," a judi-
cially-created doctrine, is a sort of "rule of reason" applied
by the courts as a defense to copyright infringement when
the accused infringing acts are deemed to be outside the legiti-
mate scope of protection afforded copyright owners under
17 U.S.C. § 1. What constitutes "fair use" cannot be defined
with precision. Much has been written about the doctrine,
particularly its rationale and scope. See, e.g., A. LATMAN,
FAIR USE OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS, STUDY NO. 14, COPYRIGHT
LAW REVISION, STUDIES PREPARED FOR SENATE COMM. ON THE
JUDICIARY, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1960) ; Comment, Copyright
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Fair UseCase Law and Legislation, 1969 DusE L.J. 73;
S. COHEN, FAIR USE AND THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT, ASCAP
Corriuoirr LAW SYMPOSIUM (No. 6) 43 (1955) ; W. Jensen,
Fair Use: As Viewed by the "User," 39 Mora 25 (1962) ;
L. Yankwich, What Is Fair Use?, 22 U. Cm. L. REV. 203
(1954) ; Note, Fair Use: A Controversial Topic in the Latest
Revision of Our Copyright Lao, 34 U. Cm. L. REV. 73

(1965) ; M. NIMMER, COPYRIGHT § 145 (1971 ed.) ; SOPHAR
HEILPRIN REPORT at 15; R. HEEDIIAM, TAPE RECORDING, PHO-
TOCOPYING AND FAIR USE, ASCAP COPYRIGHT LAW SYMPO-

SIUM (No. 10) 75 (1959) ; Crossland, The Rise and Fall of
Fair Use: The Protection of Literary Materials Against
Copyright Infringement by New and Developing Media, 20
S. CAR. L. Rnv. 153 (1968). Some courts have held that the
doctrine is but an application of the principle de mininzis non
curat lex and, as plaintiff puts it, "comes into play only when
a relatively small amount of copying takes place." Principal
factors considered by the courts in deciding whether a par-
ticular use of a copyrighted work is a "fair use" are (a) the
purpose of the use, (b) the nature of the copyrighted work,
(c) the amount and substantiality of the material used in
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole, and (d) the
effect of the use on a copyright owner's potential market for
his work.1° While these criteria are interrelated and may
vary in relative significance, the last one, i.e., the competitive
character of the use, is often the most important. E.g., it has
been held "fair use" to cony excerpts from literary works for
purposes of criticism or review (Loew's, Inc. v. CBS, Inc.,
131 F. Supp. 165, 105 USPQ 302 (S.D. Cal. 1955), aff'd sub
nom. Benno.' v. Loew's, Inc., 239 F. 2d 532, 112 USPQ 11 (9th
Cir. 1950), aff'd by an equally divided Court, 356 U.S. 43
(1958) ) ; or to copy portions of scholarly works (Greenbie
v. Noble, supra; Holdredge v. Knight Publishing Corp., 214

F. Supp. 92' 30 USPQ 615 (S.D. Cal. 1903) ). however,
it is not "fair use" to copy substantial portions of a copy-
righted work when the new work is a substitute for, and
diminishes the potential market for, the original. Hill v.

10 MR, Rep. No. 83, 90th Cong.. 1st Seas. (1967), which relates to revision
of the copyright laws, notes that these factors are the ones used by the
courts. At 20-37, there is a detailed discussion of "fair use" as applicable
to photocopying for educational porpo,oh.
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halen & Martell, Inc., 220 F. 859 (S.D.N.Y. 1914) ; Folsom
v. Marsh, 9 F. Cas. 343 (D. Mass. 1841). And it has been
held that wholesale copying of a copyrighted work is never
"fair use" (Leon v. Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., 91 F. 2d 484, 34
USPQ 237 (9th Cir. 1937) ; Public Affairs Associates, Inc.
v. Rickover, 284 F. 2d 262, 127 USPQ 231 (D.C. Cir. 1960).

vacated and remanded, 369 U.S. 111 (1962) ), even if done
to further educational or artistic goals and without intent
to make profit. Willtol v. Crcw, 309 F. 2d 777, 135 USPQ
385 (8th Cir. 1962).

Whatever may be the bounds of "fair use" as defined and
applied by the courts, defendant is clearly outside those
bounds. Defendant's photocopying is wholesale copying and
meets none of the criteria for "fair use." The photocopies are
exact duplicates of the original articles; are intended to be
substitutes for, and serve the same purpose as, the original
articles; and serve to diminish plaintiff's potential rarket
for the original articles since the photocopies are made at
the request of, and for the benefit of, the very persons who
constitute plaintiff's market. Defendant says, nevertheless,
that plaintiff has failed to show that it has been harmed by
unauthorized photocopying; and that, in fact, plaintiff's
journal subscriptions have increased steadily over the last
decade. Plaintiff need not prove actual damages to make out
its case for infringement. Macmillan Co., supra. Section 1498
of title 28 U.S.C. provides for payment of "reasonable and
entire compensation * * * including minimum statutory
damages as set forth in section 101(b) of title 17, United
States Code." See Brady v. Daly,175 U.S. 148 (1899) ; F .T

Woolworth & Co. v. Contemporary Arts, Inc., 344 U.S. 228
(1952). M. NIMEER, COPYRIGHT § 154 (1971 ed.). Moreover,
damage may be inferred in this case from the fact that the
photocopies are intended to supplant the original articles.
While it may be difficult (if not impossible) to determine
the number of subscription sales lost to photocopying, the
fact remains that each photocopy user is a potential sub-
scriber, or at least is a potential source of royalty income for
;icensed copying. Plaintiff has set up a licensing program to
collect royalties for photocopying articles from its journals;
and among the licensees have been libraries, including 't
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Government library.12 Also, there is evidence that one sub-
scriber canceled a subscription to one of plaintiff's journals
because the subscriber believed the cost of photocopying the
journal had become less than the journal's annual subscrip-
tion price; and another subscriber canceled a subscription,
at least. in art because library photocopies were available.
Loss of subscription (or photocopying royalty) income is
particularly acute in the medical journal field. The record
shows that printing preparation costs are 50-65 percent of
total cost of publication and that the number of subscrip-
tions is relatively small. This simply means that any loss of
subscription sales (or royalty income) has the effect of
spreading publication costs over fewer copies, thus driving
up steeply the unit cost per copy and, in turn, subscription
prices. Higher subscription prices, coupled with cheap photo-
copying, means probable loss of subscribers, thus perpetuat-
ing a vicious cycle which can only bode ill for medical
publishing.

Defendant's amici fear that a decision for plaintiff will be
precedent for plaintiff's seeking injunctions against non-
Government libraries, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 101(a), there-
by interfering with the free flow of teennical and scientific
information through library photocopying. On the basis of
this record and representations made by plaintiff's personnel
and counsel, that fear does not appear to be justified. Plain-
tiff does not seek to enjoin any photocopying of its journa!s.
Rather, it merely seeks a reasonable royalty therefor:2 Its
licensing program would so indicate for, as far as the record
shows, plaintiff will grant licenses to anyone at a reasonable
royalty. No doubt, plaintiff would prefer that all of its jour-
nal users be subscribers. However, plaintiff recognizes that
this is unrealistic. Some articles in its journals are in greater
demand than others, and many journal users will not consider

n There is no agreement. even among libraries and Gcnernment agencies,
0 what constitutes "fair use" In institutionalized photocopying. The Library
of Congress will not photocopy copyrighted materials without permission
of the copyright owners. Many other libraries follow the General Interlibrary
Loan Code and engage In "single copy" photocopying. The U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, through Its Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) makes
available current educational and research-related materials. ERIC will not
copy copyrighted materials without permission of the copyright owner. See
Sophar and Ffeilprin report nt
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it economically justifiable to subscribe to a journal simply to
get access to a few articles. Implicit in plaintiff's licensing
program, therefore, is the idea that it is in the best interest
of all conwrned that photocopying proceed without injunc-
tion, but with payment of a reasonable fee. That would ap-
pear to be a logical and commonsense solution to the problem,
not unlike the solution provided by the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broad-
cast Music, Inc. (BMI) in the field of music and the perform-
ing arts. For a description of how ASCAP and BMI operate
in a context similar to this one, see Hearings on H.R. 4847
and other bills before Subc "mm. No. 3, House Comm. an the
Judiciary, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 194, 203 (1965) ; Finkelstein,
ASCAP as an Example of the Clearing House System in
Operation, 14 Coma= Soo'y BULL. 2 (1966).

Defendant says that photocopying by NLM and the NTH
library is "reasonable and customary" because it complies
with a longstanding practice of libraries to supply photo-
copies of parts of scientific works to persons engaged in schol-
arly research, and is consistent with the terms of the "gentle-
men's agreement," earliernoted. The "gentlemen's agree-
ment," drafted in 1935, was the product of meetings and
discussions between representatives of the book publishing
industry and libraries. The representatives were interested
in working out a practical accommodation of the conflict
between (a) the legitimate interests of copyright owners not
to have their works copied without compensation and (b)
the needs of scholars and research workers for copies of
parts of cor,righted works for private use in pursuit of
literary or scientific investigation. The "agreement" was,
in effect, a promise by the book pub1!3hers not to interfere

12 In his opening statement at trial, plaintiff's counsel said (emphasis
supplied) :

The case has nothing to do with the stopping of photocopying. The
Commissioner knows that an injunction is not available In this court,
nor £8 plaintiff, in any cam seeking to curtail this use of its articles.

Similarly, William M. Passano, plaintiff's Chairman of the Board, stated in a
hearing before a Senate committee :

We feel that it is unrealistic and not in the public interest to consider
restricting in any way the use of photocopying devices. They serve a
useful purpose in the dissemination of knowledge. Since we, as publishers.
are in that buciness, we certainly don't want to see the spread of knowl
edge curtailed.

To us the only solution to the problem is a simple system of royalty
payments with a minimum of red tape. [Hearings on Copyright Law
Revision before the Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights Subcomm. of the
Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 976 (1967).]
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with library photocopying under three conditions : (i) the
library must warn the person for whom the photocopy is
made that he is liable for any copyright infringement by
misuse (presumably by making further photocopies), (ii)
the photocopying must be done without profit to the library,
and (iii) the amount copied must not be so substantial as
to constitute an infringement. The third condition is implicit
in the "agreement" which says :

While the right of quotation without permission is
not provided in law, the courts have recognized the right
to a "fair use" of book quotations, the length of a "fair"
quotation being dependent upon the type of work quoted
from and the "fairness" to the author's interest. Ex-
tensive quotation is obviously inimical to the author's
interest. * * * It would not be fair to the author or 8-
Usher to make possible the substitution of the photo-
stats for the purchase of a copy of the book itself either
for an individual library or for any permanent collec-
tion in a public or research library. Orders for photo-
copying which, by reason of their extensiveness or for
any other reasons, violate this principle should not be
accepted. [Emphasis supplied.]

The "gentlemen's agreement" does not have, nor has it
ever had, the force of law with respect to what constitutes
copyright infringement or "fair use." So far as this record
shows, the "agreement" has never been involved in any judi-
cial proceedings. Nevertheless, the "agreement" is entitled
to consideration as a guide to what book publishers and li-
braries considered to be "reasonable and customary" photo-
copying practices in the year 1935. It has little significance,
however, to this case. The agreement was drafted on behalf
of a book publishers' organization which is now defunct and
to which plaintiff never belonged. In fact, it appears that no
periodical publishers were represented in the organization at
the time the agreement was drafted ; and, consequently, the
"agreement" cannot speak for their interests or problems.
See the Varmer study at 51, n. 9. Furthermore, the "agree-
ment" was drafted at a time when photocopying was rela-
tively expensive and cumbersome; was used relatively little
as a means of duplication and dissemination; and posed no
substantial threat to the potential market for copyrighted
works. Beginning about 1960, photocopying changed char-
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actor. The introduction to the marketplace of the office copy-
ing machine made photocopying rapid, cheap and readily
available. The legitimate interests of copyright owners must,
accordingly, be measured against the changed realities of
technology. Professor Nimmer in his treatise CorrnIonT cap-
sules the point at 653 :

Both classroom and library reproduction of copy-
righted materials command a certain sympathy since
they involve no commercial exploitation and more par-
ticularly in view of their socially useful objectives.
What tAis overlooks is the tremendou,s reduction in the
value of copyrighted works which must result, from a
consistent and pervasive application of this practice.
One who creates a work for educational purposes may
not suffer greatly by an occasional unauthorized repro-
duction. But if every school room or library may by pur-
chasing a single copy supply a demand for numerous
copies through photocopying, mimeographing or similar
devices, the market for copyrighted educational mate-
rials would be almost completely obliterated. This could
well discourage authors from creating works of a scien-
tific or educational nature. If the 'progress of science
and useful arts' is promoted by granting copyright pro-
tection to authors, such progress may well be impeded if
copyright protection is largely undercut in the name of
fair use. [Emphasis supplied.]

In any event, the "gentlemen's agreement" by its own terms
condemned as "not * * * fair" the making of photocopies
which could serve in "substitution" for the original work, and
further noted that "[o]rders for photo-copying which, by
reason of their extensiveness or for any other reasons" could
serve as duplicates of the original copyrighted work "should
not be accepted." Thus, the most that can be said for the
"gentlemen's agreement" is that it supported (and probably
still supports) the proposition that it is "reasonable and
customary" (and thus "fair use") for a library to photo-
copy for a patron a part of a book, or even part of a periodical
article, such as a chart, graph, table, or the like, so long as
the portion copied is not practically a substitute for the entire
original work. Other instances of library photocopying may
also be "fair use." E.g., a library no doubt can replace &im-
aged pages of copyrighted works in its collection with photo-
copies; can make a small number of photocopies for in-house
administrative purposes, such as cutting up for cataloging or
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copies for use in litigation. In all those instances, and prob-
ably many more which might come to mind on reflection, the
rights of the copyright owner are not materially harmed. The
doctrine of "fair usi- " and the "gentlemen's agreement," how-
ever, cannot suppoi t wholesale copying of the kind hero in
suit."

Defendant also contends that traditionally, scholars have
made handwritten copies of copyrighted works for use in
research or other scholarly pursuits; that it is in the public
interest that they do so because any harm to copyright owners
is minimal compared to the public benefits derived there-
from; and that the photocopying here in suit is essentially
a substitute for handcopying by the scholars themselves.
That argument is not persuasive. In the first place, defend-
ant concedes that its libraries photocopy substantially
material than scholars can or do copy by hand. Implicit in
such concession is a recognition that laborious handcopying
and rapid machine photocopying are totally different in their
impact on the interests of copyright owners. Furthermore,
there is no case law to support defendant's proposition that
the making of a handcopy by scholars or researchers of an
entire copyrighted work is permitted by the copyright laws.
Certainly the statute does not expressly permit it; and no
doubt the issue has never been litigated because, as a prac-
tical matter, such copying is de minimis and causes no real
threat to the copyright owner's legitimate right to control
duplication and dissemination of copyrighted works. The
photocopying done by NLM and the NIH library, on the
other hand, poses a real and substantial threat to copyright
owners' legitimate interests. Professor Nimmer discusses
the point succinctly, at 653 -54 of his treatise, and his lan-
guage can hardly be improved upon:

It may be argued that library reproduction is merely
a more modern and efficient version of the time-honored
practice of scholars in making handwritten copies of
copyrighted works, for their own private use. In evaluat-
ing this argument several factors must be considered.

' The potential pernicious effects of modern, institutionalized photocopying
of copyrighted works (particularly journal articles) in the name of 'fair
use is discusse at length in the Sophar and Heliprin report. The authors,
at 24, characterize wholesale copying by libraries as "a non-riolent form of
civil disobedience."
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In the first place, the drudgery of making handwritten
copies probably means that such copies in most instances
are not of the complete work, and the quantitative in-
significance of the selected passages are such as generally
not to amount to a substantial similarity. Secondly, there
would appear to be a qualitative difference between each
individual scholar performing the task of reproduction
for himself, and a library or other institution perform-
ing the task on a wholesale basis for all scholars. If the
latter is fair use, then must not the same be said for a
non-profit publishing house that distributes to scholars
unauthorized copies of scientific and educational works
on a national or international basis? Finally, it is by no
means clear that the underlying premise of the above ar-
gument is valid.

There is no reported case on the question of whether
a single handwritten copy of all or substantially all of
a protected work made for the copier's own private use
is an infringement or fair use. If such a case were to
arise the force of custom might impel a court to rule for
the defendant on the ground of fair use. Such a result,
however, could not be reconciled with the rationale for
fair use suggested above since the handwritten copy
would serve the same function as the protected work,
and would tend to reduce the exploitation value of such
work. Moreover, if such conduct is defensible tben. is it
not equally a fair use for the copier to use 1 own
photocopying or other duplicating device to achieve the
same result? Once this is acknowledged to be fair use,
the clay may not be far off when no one need purchase
books since by merely borrowing a copy from a library
any individual will be able to make his own copy through
photocopying or other reproduction devices which tech-
nological advances may soon make easily and econotni-
cally available.

To the same effect is a statement in the Varmer study at
62-63:

It has long been a matter of common practice for
individual scholars to make manual transcriptions of
published material, though copyrighted, for their own
private use, and this practice has not been challenged.
Such transcription imposed its own quantitative,
limitations; and in the nature of the event, it would not
be feasible for copyright owners to control private
copying and use. But reproduction for private use takes
on different dimensions when made by modern photo-
copying devices capable of reproducing quickly any
volume of material in any number of copies, and when
copies are so made to be supplied to other persons.
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Publisher's copies are bought for the private use of the
buyer, and in some circumstances a person supplying
copies to others will be competing with the publisher
and diminishing his market.

Not only is such competition unfair to the publisher
and copyright owner, but it may be injurious to scholar-
ship and research. Thus, it has been _pointed out that
widespread photocopying of technical journals might
so diminish the volume of subscriptions for the journals
as to force the suspension of their publication.

Also, the 1961 Register's Report notes at 25-26 :
Researchers need to have available, for reference and

study, the growing mass of published material in their
particular fields. This is true especially, though not
solely, of material published in scientific, technical, and
scholarly journals. Researchers must rely on libraries
for much of this material. When a published copy in a
library's collections is not available for loan, which is
very often the case, the researcher's need can be met by
a photocopy.

On the other hand, the supplying of photocopies of
any work to a substantial number of researchers may
diminish the copyright owner's market for the work.
Publishers of scientific, technical, and scholarly works
have pointed out that their market is small; and they
have expressed the fear that if many of their potential
subscribers or purchasers were furnished with photo-
copies, they might be forced to discontinue publication.

Finally, defendant says that it is unconstitutional to con-
strue the copyright law so as to proscribe library photocopy-
ing of scientific or technical writings because such photocopy-
ing is consonant with the constitutional purpose of copyright
"to promote the progress of science." That argument misses
the mark. Article I, section 8, clause 8, of the U.S. Constitu-
tion grants to Congress the "Power * * * To Promote the
Progress of Science * * by securing for limited Times to
Authors * * * the exclusive Right to their * * * Writings * * *."
The word "Science" is used in the sense of general knowledge
rather than the modern sense of physical or biological science.
See Rich, Principles of Patentability, 28 GEO. Witsa. L. REV.
393,391-97 (1960) ; H.R. REP. No. 1923, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. 4
(1952) ; S. REP. No. 1979, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1952). Con-
gress has exercised its constitutional power by enacting, and
revising from time to time, copyright statutes which are the
method of, and provide a system for, achieving the constitu-
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tional purpose. The system "promotes progress" by encour-
aging authors to write and publicly disclose their writings;
by inducing publishers and entrepreneurs to invest risk capi-
tal in the dissemination of authors' writings; and by requiring
other authors to create new writings, rather than plagiarize
the old, all of which is in the public interest. Mazer v. Stein,
347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954), rehearing denied, 347 U.S. 949.
Congress has broad discretion under the Constitution to pre-
scribe the conditions under which copyright will be granted,
the only express restriction being that any "exclusive right"
must be for a "limited time." Nothing in the present statute,
its legislative history or the case law suggests that Congress
intended to exempt libraries or others from liability for
wholesale copying of copyrighted works, whatever be the pur-
pose or motivation for the copying. What defendant really
appears to be tk.,:guing is that the copyright law should excuse
libraries from liability for the kind of photocopying here in
suit. That, of course, is a matter for Congress, not the courts,
to consider for it involves questions of public policy aptly
suited to the legislative process. In an analogous context in
Fortnightly Corp., supra, Justice Fortas noted at 408:

The tas/: of caring for CATV is one for the Congress.
Our ax, being a rule of law, must cut straight, sharp, and
deep; and perhaps this is a situation that calls for the
compromise of theory and for the architectural improvi-
sation which only legislation can accomplish.

See also White-Smith Music Co., supra, where the Court
noted at 18, that "considerations [of what the copyright laws
should provide] properly address themselves to the legisla-
tive and not the judicial branch of the Government." "

III

Several other points raised by the parties merit comment.
Defendant notes that the National Library of Medicine Act

"There has been no dearth of activity to revise the 1900 Copyright Art.
Some of that activity relates to library photocopying problenni. See, e.g.,
Flear,ngs on R.R. 4347 and other hilts before Suhcomtn, No. a, House Comm,
on the Judiciary, 80th Cong., 1st Sees, 448, 450, 1133 (1965) ; S. 597, H.R.
2512, 90th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1967) ; S. 543, 91st Cong., 1st Sass. (1960) ;
S. R.4). No. 91-1219, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1970) ; S. 644, 92d Cong., 1st
Sess. (1971). For a brief history of legislative activity directed toward
revision of the 1909 Copyright Act, ace Fortnightly Corp., enpro at 396 n. 17;
UCLA Project at 931-38.
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by which NLM was created (42 U.S.C. § 275, et seq.) pro-
vides at § 276(4) that the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, through NLM, shall "make available, through
loans, photographic or other copying procedures or otherwise,
such materials in the Library as ho deems appropriate
* * *" ; and that the Medical Library Assistance Act of i 96E
(42 U.S.C. § 280b-1, et seg.) provides that grants be made to
medical libraries for, among other things, "acquisition of
duplicating devices, facsimile equipment * * * and other
equipment to facilitate the use of the resources of the li-
brary." 42 U.S.C. 280b-7. Defendant suggests that by those
statutory provisions Congress intended to exempt NLM and
other grantee libraries from the copyright laws. As defendant
puts it, " * * * the only reasonable interpretation [of the
statutes] is that Congress knew that fair use would exempt
such libraries from copyright infringement in the established
use by libraries of such [photocopy] equipment." There is no
merit to this. Nothing i the statutes or their legislative his-
tories says anything about the copysight laws, and it cannot,
be inferred that Congress intended The statutes to be in der-
ogation of the copyright laws, absent an express indication
to the contrary.la See generally E. CRAWFORD, STATUTORY
CoNsTatrurroN § 227 (1940). No court has ever held that "fair
use" applies to library wholesale photocopying; nor has there
been a uniform and unchallenged policy among libraries and
other institutionalized photocopiers on the bounds of "fair
use." See note 11. Thus, it makes no sense to impute to Con-
gress an intent for which there is no sound basis in judicial
decision, or otherwise. The fact that the statutes authorize
the libraries 1-4-) make use, generally, of photocopying equip-
ment and procedures, is not controlling or even very sig-
nificant. Much material in library collections is either not
copyrighted or is material on which the copyright has ex-
pired; and in either event, the material is in the public
domain and can be freely copied.

Furthermore, the record shows that NLM, from the be-
ginning, has been concerned about complying with the copy,
right laws and has never considered itself exempt therefrom.
In 1957, NLM's Board of Regents discussed the library's pho-

'a H.R. Rep. No. 941, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956) : S. Rep. No. 2071, 84th
Cong., 211 Sess. (1950) ; rt.a. Rep. No. 1026, 8911) Cong.. 1st Sess. (1005) ;
S. Rep. No. 756, Seth Cong., 1st Sess. (1965),
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tocopying practices and deemed them to create vexing copy-
right infringement problems. The Director of NLM was of
the opinion that "sooner or later" the problems would bring
"a test of the issue in the courts. "

Defendant suggested at trial that payment of compen-
sation to plaintiff for photocopying its journals would create
a continuing undue and oppressive administrative and finan-
cial burden on NLM and the NIII library. Defendant has
not pressed the point in its brief, perhaps because it is clear
that plaintiff's right to compensation under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1498(b) cannot depend on the burdens of compliance.
Nevertheless, defendant's point merits comment since courts
should be mindful of the practical consequences of their de-
cisions. Based on this record, defendant's fears are not justi-
fied. Both NLM and the NIH library already have adminis-
trative procedures by which they keep detailed records of pho-
tocopying. Both libraries require that written request slips be
subnAitted by requesters of photocopies. The slips are a per-
manent record of the journals and pages photocopied. It
would seem a routine, albeit tedious, matter to cull from
those records the information necessary to calculate a reason-
able royalty on the basis of the number of articles copied,
or perhaps to come up with an acceptable formula for es-
tablishing a blanket annual royalty payment. Indeed, the
evidence suggests that this is so. In 1967, NLM temporarily
stopped photocopying articles from plaintiff's journals, as a
insult of plaintiff's charge of copyright infringement and
requests for a reasonable royalty. NLM was able, as a practi-
cal matter, to flag all requests for photocopies from plaintiff's
journals from April 27, 1967 to May 29, 1967, in order to re-
frain from copying them. On about May 29, 1967, photo-
copying was resumed and was monitored for about 90 days.
Satisfied that the 90-day period was a representative sample,
NLM found that it would have paid plaintiff al;:mt $250-
$300 if it had acceded to plaintiff's request for royalty pay-
ment. The Director of NLM testified that, in his opinion,
this was "a very small sumsurprisingly small sum." Simi-
larly, the NIH librarian testified that payment of royalties
for photocopying "has nothing to do with the operation of
the library in the fulfillment of * * * [its] function. It
is an economic and budgetary consideration and not a serv-
ice-oriented kind of thing."
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Nor does it appear that payment or royalties to other pub-
lishers will create an undue or oppressive administrative
burden. The Sophar and Heilprin report notes, at 58-00, Hint
based on a study of the photocopying practices of U.S. libra-
ries, less than 1,000 publishers provide the material photo-
copied by libraries, and that about 5 percent of that number
provide about 40 percent of the material copied. This simply
means that nearly half of the materials photocopied emanate
from about 50 publishers. No doubt, the materials photo-
copied by NLM and the NIII library come from an even
smaller numbei of publishers since those libraries are highly
specialized. In any event, by using modern management
practices including computers and the like, it would appear
that NLM and th3 NIII library can, with minimum disrup-
tion, cope with the necessary recordkeeping."

Postscript: The issues raised by this case are but part of a
larger problem which continues to plague our institutions
with ever-increasing complexityhow best to reconcile, on
the one hand, the rights of authors and publishers under the
copyright laws with, on the other hand, the technological
improvements in copying techniques and the legitimate pub-
lic need for rapid dissemination of scientific and technical
literature. The conflict is real ; the solution not simple. Legis-
lative guidelines seem appropriate.18 The Sophar and Heil-

1, It has been suggested that there be established a clearinghouse for access,
permissions and payments for photocopying of copyrighted materials. The
(clearinghouse would relieve institutional copiers of the burdens of royalty
distribution and might also be instrumental in setting up hhinket royalty
arrangements, thus relieving the institutions from most reeordlreepIng require-
ments. See, .e.g., tile Sophar and He ilprhr yeporl at 82. The clearinghouse
concept has also heen alluded to In n cnagression:,1 report

* " Despite past etTorts, reasonable arrangements Involving a mutual
understanding of what generally constitutes acceptable library practices,
and prordding workable clearance and licensing conditfons,have not been
achieved and are overdue. The committee urges all concerned to resume
their efforts to reach an accommodation under which the needs of scholar-
ship and the rights of authors would both he respected, [Emphasis sup-
plied.] (H.R. Rep. No, S. 90th Cong., 1st Sess, 36 (1967)i

And it Is interesting that Sophar and Heliprinjound that librarians favored,
two to one, the clearinghouse approach to 1.1e problem, even though rhany of
those In favor "indicated a desire to settle an increasingly complex matter,
rather than an enthusiastic approval of the idea." Sophar and Heliprin report,
nt p. v of the Summary.

l*In 1969. several bills were lntrodne61 in both the Senate and House to
establish a National Commission on labrarles and Information Science. Also
in 1969, H.R. 8809 was introduced to provide for n "National Science Research
Data Processing and Information Retrieval System." See 1909 Register of
Copyrights Annual Rep. C. Earlier, in 1067, the Senate enacted S. 2210, 90th
Cong.. 1st Fels., by which there would he Irenled a commission to study and
compile data on the reproductlim and use of copyrighted works. The !Louise
took no action on the hill.

525-015-71--5
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win report, at pp. vittIx of the Summary, capsules the, prob-
lem in a statement worth quoting:

From the viewpoint of the information scientist, copy-
right may appear as an impediment to the most efficient
flow of information. It is apparently a blockage in an
information system. Our early tendency was to oppose
and try to limit the protection and control u in
copyright for the sake of efficiency. After careful analy-
sis we no longer do.

There is a philosophical reason for not wanting to
see copyright destroyed and there are a number of prac-
tical reasons. The philosophical reason is simply a belief
that copyright is one of a number of ways in which our
society expresses its belief and hope that an individual
can continue his identity in a world of mass efforts by
assuring the individual; his publisher or his association
sufficient income from his ideas to maintain a degree of
independence. The erosion of the economic value of copy-
right must lead to federal support of all kinds of writing
and of course, control.

The practical reasons flow from the philosophical rea-
sons. Publishers, non-profit as well as commercial, will
simply not be able to-continue publishing under an eroded
system. The scientific and other professional societies
which, through their memberships, have done the most
to develop information-handling tools and media are
the ones most hurt by them. A means must be developed
to assure payment to the copyright owner in return for
unlimited and uncontrolled access to and duplication of
the copyrighted work.

Our only concern and "vested interest" in copyright
since we became interested in the problem "is to find a
way to protect the 'exclusive Right' of an author to his
'Writings,' while permitting the advantages of modern
information dissemination systems to become as useful
as they may without weakening or threatening the eco-
nomic urge and the need to create.' We believe the two
mu become reconciled, not in the inte.ests of compro-
mise, but simply because both concepts are too valuable
for either one to he permitted to severely harm or de-
stroy the other,

Kuszio, liu/gc, joins in the foregoing dissenting. opinion.
NicuonsIudge, dissenting:
I join in the Chief Judge's able dissent, and add a few

words of my own. I agree with him that the photocopying
of copyrighted material, as described in the findings, is not
within the judge-made doctrine of fair use, and it should
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not be. The majority hos posed a question, whose answer it
triumphantly demonstrates, but it is the wrong question. The
issue is not whether we ehould "stop" le fen& nt's photocopy-
ing. Such a stoppage, at the behest of a publisher who refused
to license on fair terms could well be unconscionable, in my
opinion, but we have no such publisher before us. Plaintiff
hero is willing to license. If he did want to halt the photo-
copying, he would be in th3 wrong court here.

AF the majority admits, we lack the power to enjoin.
States v. king, 395 U.S. 1 (1969). Under 28 U.S.C. § 1498,
as amended, all we can do, if we find infringement, is to
award reasonable and entire compensation. The idea we are
asked to "stop" the photocopying I suppose can be elab-
orated as follows: our decision would be stare decisis in other
suits against non-government libraries in which injunctive
relief is expressly authorized. 17 U.S.C. § 101(a),112. How-
ever, the latter section authorizes injunctions on terms. There
is high authority under earlier legislation that courts can
refuse to enjoin copyright infringements if they deem an
injunction would be unconscionable. Dun v. Lumbermen's
Credit Ass'n., 209 U.S. 20 (1908). Under the 1909 Act, the
Second Circuit held in National Comic Publications, Inc. v.
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 198 F. 2d 927 (1952), refusing to
direct an injunction on remand:

* * * We think it best to leave open to the district
court the question whether an injunction shall issue.,
since that is always a discretionary matter.

The Ninth Urcuit also recognizes that same principle.
Shapiro, Bernstein ce Co. v. 4636 S. Vermont Ave., Inc.,
367 F. 2d 236 (1966).

The Senate Study on Copyright Law Revision, Committee
On The Judiciary Pursuant to S. Bus. 240, Studies 22-25,
86th Cong. 2d Sess., says at p. 127 :

Time preset. t law leaves it to the discretion of the
court whether al injunction will be granted or denied.
It has always been the rule of the courts that an injunc-
tion is an extraordinary remedy to be used only where
further injury to the plaintiff is likely and the equities of
the situation re on the side of injunctive relief, and the
courts have denied an injunction in cases where it was
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thought that this remedy would he otuhtly Its nth on the
de knda ?It

3:1

In field Co. v. Bowles, 321 U.S. 321 ( 044), the Supreme
Court construed the wartime Emergency Price Control Act
as not mandating. injunctive relief, although the language of
the statute was more favorable to such a construction, tlout
that of the Copyright Act. Mr. Justice Douglas said for the
Court, at. p. 329:

* * * We are dealing here with the requirements of
equity practice with a background of several hundred
years of history. Only the other day we stated that "An
appeal to the equity jurisdiction conferred on federal
district courts is an appeal to the sound discretion which
guides the deterr,inat ions of court ; of equity." Meredith
v. 1171nter lloren, 320 U.S. 228, 235. The historic injunc-
tive process was designed to deter, not to punish. The
essence of equity jurisdiction has been the power of the
Chancellor to do equity and to mould each decree to the
necessities of the particular case. Flexibility rather than
rigidity has distinguished it. The qualities of mercy and
practicality have made equity the instrument for nice
adjustment, and reconciliation between the public inter-
est and private needs as well as between competing pri-
vate claims. * * *

In view of the many persuasive reasons our majority
adduces why photocopying by non-profit libraries should
not he "stopped", I deem it an over-large assumption that
an award by ,us of reasonable and entire compensation to
our plaintiff would by stare derisis bind other tribunals,
at the behest of other plaintiffs, to enjoin such library
photocopying.

The a mended § 1498 prescribes an award of "reasonable
and entire compensation" which shall include the statutory
minima tinder 17 U.S.C. ;S, 101 (b). Whether any statutory
minimum is there prescribed in the case of a library photo-
copy of a periodical article. is a far tangent front our present
inquiry, but. I am satisfied. if it is. it need not. be so pro-
hilitive or lamitive as to "stop" the photocopying.

Moreover, as to the question of fair use, I have difficulty
regarding a use as fair, when a user '-enefits as extensively
from the copyrighted material as this one does, yet
adamantly refuses to make any emtrilmition to defray the
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publisher's cost, or compensaft for the author's effort and
expert ise, except the nominal subscript ion price o f t wo copies
of each periodical. Defemlant's libraries, and others, have
attempted to exercise a measure of sett'- restraint hitherto,
but there is nothing. in the majority decision to induce them
to continue, that is not more than counterbalanced by other
material that will encourage unrestricted piracy. However
hedged, the decision will be read, that a copyright bolter
has no rights a. Huhu.) is bound to respect. We are making
he Dred Scott decision of copyright law.

I I !link the court also in imputing to Ilerbert Putnam,
Librarian of Congress; interpretation of the 1909 stahte
consistent with the court's. The brief for a group of amici
!hit before us a 1908 regulation of that library which, the
brief says, included tills provision :

Photographing. Photographing is freely permitted.
The permission extends to the building itself and any
of its parts, including the nuiral decorations. It extends
to articles bearing claim of copyright, but the Library
gives no assurance that the photograph may be repro-
duced or repUblished or placed on sale. These are mat-
ters to be settled with the owner of the copyright.
(Emphasis supplied.)

Assuming this is properly a matter for judicial notice, the
omission to include it in the trial judge's findings (or to
request inclusion) may perhaps be overlooked. Yet, as part of
self-serving statements of historical fact in a brief, it avoids
explanations such as an adverse part at the trial level might
have furnished. The regulation possibly alluded to articles
(i.e., in common speech, short non - fiction writings) if it
alluded to copyrighted printed matter. Why was not, e.g.,
copyrighted fiction of equal concern? The explanation that
suggests itself to me as possible is that the articles mentioned
are, or at least. include, three-dimensional objects, or arti-
facts. The provision is too ambiguous in its coverage to afford
any indication of how Putnam interpreted the copyright law.

The 1913 regulation, in a new section entitled Photostat,
deals for the first time with reproduction of two-dimensional
material. The court quotes it. It includes no caution as to
copyright. The former provision as to photographing is con-
tinued unchanged. It seems a fair inference that no copy-
right caution was considered necessary as to two-dimensional
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material because the then method of photogra:h duplication
of such material, known as photostating, was too costly,
cumbersome and slow, to appear as a menace to holders of
copyrights. Those. of us whose memories go back to law prac-
tice in the thirties can take judicial notice that use of the.
method to generate copyright infringements on a major scale
would have been unthinkable. A single copy of an infring-
ing book or magazine article, produced by photostating,
would have cost. two dollars or so per page. If this recollec-
tion is carrying judicial notice too far, let us drop the
Putintin argument altogether.

Finally, I must note the repeated alterations made in the
trial judge's fact findings. Specifically :

New sentence in finding 6, that the requesters needed the
articles in connection with their professional work, and used
their copies solely for such purposes.

Deletions from finding 10 of part, (b) explaining how copy-
right passes from authors to publishers.

Insertion in finding 17 (b) that libraries' self-restraint poli-
cies are not abused or circumvented.

Insertion in finding 22(c), same effect.
Insertion in finding 39(b) that plaintiff's business is grow-

ing faster than the gross national product. This is irrelevant
if true. Why not a comparison with the growth of the na-
ticnal debt? Or the total gate receipts of the Notional Foot-
ball League?

Deletion from finding 39(d) of inference that, plaintiff'
must have suffered some loss from photocopying and substi-
tute statement he has failed to show substantial hurt. Trial
Judge Davis also found, with record support., that at least
one subscriber cancelled a subscription to one of plaintiff's
journals because the cost of photocopying the journal had
become less than the journal's annual subscription price.
There was evidence that in another instance, a subscriber
cancelled a subscription at least in part because library photo-
copies were available.

The relevance and effect of these changes is doubtful in
light of the fact that the statutory minima under § 101 (b) are
apparently intended to take care of instances where a plain-
tiff cannot prove actual damages. Cf., Shapiro, Bernstein d,
Co. v. 4636' S. Vermont Aim., Inc., Supra.
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[ do not think those alterations )vere proper in light of
the presumption that the trial judge's findings are correct.
Rule 147(b). They also suggest that the court would have
land difficulty reaching the conclusion it did if it had respected
the findings as it should have done. If plaintiff's business is
really growing faster than the gross national product or other
indicia, without the court's protection, the place to take this
into account is in the determination of reasonable and entire
compensation.

PINDINUIS OF PACT

The court, having considered the evidence. t lie decision and
findings of former Trial Judge James F. Davis, and the
briefs and arginnents of counsel, makes findings of fact as
follows:

1. This is a copyright suit under 28 U.S.C. § 1498(b).-
Plaintiff seeks reasonable and entire compensation for alleged
infringement by the United States of certain copyrights in
medical journals.

2. Plaintiff, Tin Williams Wilkins Company, is a pub-
lisher located in Baltimore, Maryland. Though a relatively
small company, plaintiff is one of the major publishers of
medical journals in the United States. Plaintiff also publishes
medical books. Plaintiff is a family-owned corporation, and
its principal officers are William 1%I. Passant and Charles 0.
Reville.

3. The Government agency accused of infringement is the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, in particu-
lar the National Institutes of Health (NIII) and the Na-
tional Library of Medicine (NLM). NIH and NLM are lo-
cated in Bethesda, Maryland.

4. The petition was filed in this court on February 27,
1968, and was amended on July 23,1970. The petition alleged
infringement by reason of the Government's unauthorized
photocopying of seven journal articles, identified below as
Counts I to VII. The amended petition alleged infringement
by reason of the Government's unauthorized photocopying
of one journal article, identified below as Count VIII. The
articles, and the journals in which they were published, are
as follows :
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5. (a) Plaintiff publishes 37 medical journals, all of which
are copyrighted. Of these, 26 are published in conjunction
with professional societies, with the copyright being owned
by plaintiff in 13 of such journals and the societies owning
the copyright in the remaining 13. The journal 2lIedieine
is iaddished by plaintiff for its own benefit, i.e., not in con-
junction with a professional society. The journal Pharma-
cological Reviews is and has been published by plaintiff since
1909 in conjunction with the American Society for Pharma-
cology and Experimental Therapeutics. The Journal of
Immunology is and has been published by plaintiff for about
00 years in conjunction with the American Association of
Immunologists. The journal Gastroenterology is and has
been published by plaintiff since. 1916 in conjunction with
the American Gastroenterological Association. The four
journals above named are published with notice of copy-
right in plaintiffs name. Plaintiff has contracts with the
above-noted professional societies, which contracts deal in
part with copyright,. Although there are differences in
phraseology among the contacts, such differences have led
to no problems in dealings between plaintiff and the socie-
ties with respect to copyright matters. So far as the record
shows, the parties to the contracts consider it the responsi-
bility of plaintiff to enforce the copyright by granting li-
censes or instituting appropriate lawsuits.

(b) The agreement relating to copyright between plaintiff
and the American Society for Pharmacology, and Experi-
mental Therapeutics (ASPET), under which agreement
PhaPinaru7ogica/. Reviews is published, provides as follows:

- * *.

COPYRIGHT. The Society is sole owner of the
periodical but for the sake of convenience, copyright
shall be taken out in the name of the Publisher. Pro-
cuement of copyright of each issue is the duty of the
Publisher and the costs incident thereto shall be charged
to the profit-and-loss account of the periodical. The
Publisher may publish or permit others to publish ex-
cerpts from the periodical after publication but such
excerpting. shall not be so substantial as to interfere
with the sale of the periodical.

525 - -r.
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10. REVERSION OF RIGHTS. In case of bank-
ruptcy, assignment for benefit of creditors, or liquida-
tion for any cause of the Publisher, or upon termination
of this Agreement for any cause stipulated herein, all
rights conveyed under this Agreement by the Society to
the Publisher shall revert to the Society forthwith.

The agreement was in effect at all times here material. There
is no evidence that ASPET objected to, acquiesced in, or
was any way involved with, the bringing of this suit by
plaintiff.

(a) The agreement relating to copyright between the
American Association of Immunologists (AAI) and plain
tiff, under which agreement the Journal of Immunology is
published, provides as follows:

5. PROCUREMENT OF COPYRIGHT. The Asso-
ciation is the owner of the periodical but for the conven-
ience of both parties copyright shall be procured by and
in the name of the Publisher, and the costs incident
thereto shall be charged to the profit-and-loss account
of the periodical. The Association reserves the right to
have the copyright assigned to the Association if at any
time in the future this seems desirable. [Emphasis
supplied.]

* * * * *

The agreement was in effect at all times hero material. There
is no evidence that AAI ever exercised its right to have as-
signed to it by plaintiff the ownership of any copyright regis-
tration in the Journal of Immunology. Nor is there evidtuce
to show that AAI objected to, acquiesced in, or was any way
involved with, the bringing of this suit by plaintiff.

(d) The agreement relating to copyright between the
American Gastroenterological Association (AGA) and plain-
tiff, under wJuich agreement Gastroenterology is published,
provides as follows:

* * * * *

(2) COPYRIGHT. The Association grants to the
Publisher the exclusive right to copyright, in the name
Jf the Publisher, and to renew such copyrights, all mate-
rial published in the said Journal, and to publish the said
work in all languages during the term of the copyright.
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The agreement has been in effect since 1942. There is no evi-
dence that AGA objected to, acquiesced in, or was in any way
involved with, the bringing of this suit by plaintiff.

6. (a) The Count I-to-Count VIII articles were published
in their respective journals on or about the dates indicated in
finding 4. The journals were published with a notice of copy-
right consisting of the word "Copyright," the symbol "()",
the name "The Williams Wilkins Company," and the year
of publication affixed to the title page of and elsewhere on,
each journal. In due course, the Register of Copyrights issued
to plaintiff, with respect to each of the journals, the following
certificates of registration :

Journal
Certificate of
EJRIstratIon

Number

Medicine, Vol. 44, No, 6 II 231973
Pharmacological Reviews, Vol. 15, No. " B 40574
The Journnl of Immunology, Vol. DS, No. ^ 13 216408
Gastroenterology, Vol. 32, No. 6 B 663158
Medicine, Vol, 38, No. 4 B 609926

(b) Only the issue of liability is now before the court;
accounting, if any, is reserved for later proceedings. De-
fendant admits that at least one photocopy of each of the
Count I-to-Count VIII articles was made by defendant's
NIH or NLM without authorization of plaintiff within the
pertinent accounting period, as follows :

Article Date Name of
Photocopied Requester

Count I 0/29/67 Backman
0 44 10/5/67 Gabor

0 10/19/67 Backman
Count TI 9/29/67 McCallum
Count III 9/27/67 McEnany
Count IV W27/67 McEnany

O 0 11/13/67 Reynolds
Count V 9/27/67 McEnany

11/13/67 Reynolds
Count VI W27/67 McEneny
Count VII 10/12/67 BIrd
Count VIII 1/11/68 Pitcher

.4 44 12/68 Young
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The persons named above as "Requester" are all physicians
or other professional medical personnel who requested from
NM or NLA.I copies of the articles in connection with med-
ical research work or patient care at or elsewhere. The
copies were retained by the requesters who, for the most
part, kept them in personal files as perm. nent documents for
later reference and -a, or put them in ,iles available for use
by coworkers or colleagues. The. reyiest ors needed the articles
in connection with their professional work, and the copies
were used solely for those purposes. 'file -quest. by Dr.
Michel. of the Count VIII article was to NEM through an
Army hospital library ill Japan. All other requests listed
above were to the NM library and were made directly by
the requester.

7. The number of subscriptions in the year 1969 and the
annual subscription prices for the journals involved in this
suit are as follows:

.1 cornet
A pprudnru e
Nun: I wr of

SutsorIptIons
Price

Mob. /He 5, 400 $12 00
'hrrrnn. rlogfarl Rel. tents 3, 100 15.00

Journal ol I aim PI 0/00Y 1,700 12..00
2 44. 00

0,13i r Gen tfroloiil 7.000 I 12. 50
2 25.00

:s Tom bers.

No e:t ber

8. Plaintiff's journals, noted in finding 7, are widely dis-
tributed in medical libraries throughout the country, are
in the collection at the NlIf library and are included on a
list of journal.i of widespread availability compiled by NUM.

9. (a) Plaintiff's function, as a publisher of medical and
scientific journals and books, is to determine ;Oita is needed
to advance knowledge in the field of medicine; determine
who is qualified to write on that subject; and edit, produce
and market their manuscripts. Plaintiff accepts manuscripts
from physicians and related medical professionals for pub-
lication in an appropriate journal. The considerations which
influence a contributor of a manuscript as to the journal to
which to submit the manuscript include. (i) the subject mat-
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ter and length of the manuscript. (ii) the quality of articles
published in the journal, (iii) the standing of the journal's
editorial board, (iv) the nature of the journal's readership,
and (v) the circulation of the journal. Contributors rarely
publish their own articles because of the high cost involvt.d
and because acceptance by a leading journal marks the article
as one of high quality. E.g., Gastroenterology is ccasitered
the outstanding journal in its speciality field in the ',lilted
States and probably in the world. Contributors submit man-
uscripts to Medicine because that journal publishes lengthy,
definitive articles and is well-disseminated.

(b) A board of editors of each of plaintiff's journals
screens the submitted manuscripts, and manuscripts suitable
for publication are edited and revised, as necessary and
within the discretion of the editors. Often, substantial edit-
ing is done by the editorial board; sometimes contributors
are required to revise manuscripts prior to acceptance. If a
journal is the official organ of a professional society, the so-
ciety appoints the board of editors. The editors are respon-
sible to the society and are compensated by the society which,
in turn, shares with plaintiff the profits from journal sides,
in accord.ince with the particular contractual relationship
between plaintiff and the society. Revenues from plaintiff's
journals are derived largely through subscription sales and
also through advertising. The AmeriLln Gastroenterological
Association and the American Association of Immunolog-
ists get 50 iercent of the profits from Gastroenterology and
the ,Journal of Intn- 'logy, respectively. The American So-
ciety for Phn onlaC01 ogy and Experimental Therapeutics gets
90 percent of the profits from Pharinacologie«1 Reviews.
Printing preparation costs are about 50 -05 pen ent of the
total cost of publication of plaintiff's journals.

10. Authors whose manuscripts are accepted and pub-
lished by plaintiff, including the authors of the articles here
in suit, are not paid monetnry compensation by plaintiff;
moreover, some journals reeriire that authors pay a fee for
published pages in excess of a preselected number of pages.
Authors are, however, gratified when plaintiff' publishes their
works because of enhancement of their professional status, in
that their works are screened by highly critical editors and
are published in journals having wide dissemination and
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high reputation. Authors, therefore, submit manuscripts to
plaintiff for dual purposes : to disseminate medical informa-
tion for the public welfare; and to seek recognition from the
scientific community from which flows increased professional
and economic opportunity. Most articles published in plain-
tiff's journals, and like journals, are the result o research
work done under private or public grant; and sou- etimes a
requirement of the grant is that the research worker will seek
to have the results of the work published. Sometimes, the

Ncrrants include funds to pay for excess-pap charges to a jour-
%1 publisher.

11. Authors whose articles are published by plaintiff usu-
ally purchase from plaintiff reprints of their articles. (on the
average, about 300) for distribution to interested colleagues.
In general, the number of reprints purchased by authors,
per article, has not changed over the past 10 years. Most
authors distribute reprints free of charge to those request-
ing them. Depending upon the importance of, and profes-
sional interest in, a particular article, all reprints are
distributed by authors within several months up to several
years after publication. If sonieGne requests directly from
plaintir a uopy et an article appearing in one.of plaintiff's
journals, plaintiff first refers the requester to the author for
a reprint; then offers to sell (eiLlier directly or through a
.licensed reprint house) a back copy of the issue in which the
article appeared; and, filially, refers the requester to the
Institute of Scientific Information, plaintiff's licensee for
making photocopies. (Finding 36.) Authors who want to
reprint one of their articles from one of plaintiff'-
request plaintiff's permission to do so. Others wanting to
reprint articles from ,one of plaintiff's journals usually ask
permisson of the author and also ask permission of plaintiff.

12. (a) NIH constitutes 10 institutes, each of which is
concerned with a specialty of health and medical care. The
mission of NIH is to advance health ned well-being through
the support of research in diseases, the support of educa-
tional and medical institutions, and improved biomedical
communications. Generally, three types of activities are
carried on by NEI: education and manpower training;
communication of medical information; and research con-
ducted by tho various institutes. Research, as well as educa-
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Lion and manpower training, is performed by Government
employees of the institutes and also by private persons and
'irganizations supported by NIII grants. Biomedical com-
munication is the function of NLM. (Finding 20.) NIH
employs over 12,000 persons, 4,000 of whom are profes-
sionals and 2,000 of whom have doctoral degrees. In fiscal
1970, NIH spent over $1.5 billion for medical research, about
$100 million of which was for intramural medical research.
The balance was spent either for other intramural programs
or for grants to outside organizations.

(b) Total national support of medical research, both Fed-
eral and non-Federal, has increased enormously in the period
1950-1970. In 1950, only about $160 million were spent. By
1970, the total spent "%vas $2.7 billion. In 1950, the Federal
Government contributed less than half the funds available
for medical research. In 1970, the Federal Government con-
tributed nearly two-thirds.

13. A. library is essential to the conduct of medical research.
A principal product of research scientists is their publica-
tions and publicai ;on of results is a vital part of research.
NM. maintains and opera es a technical library which is open
to the public. The library houses about 125,000 to 150,000
volumes, of which 30,000 are books. The balance is periodicals
or journals. The NIII library subscribes to over 3,000 dif-
ferent journal titles, of which 600 are purchased in multiple
copies. The functions of the NIII library include acquisi-
tion, selection and cataloging of journal and book materials,
preparation of reference ..ervices, response to queries for
specific information, liibliographic services, formulation of
computerized searclus, a translation unit, housekeeping serv-
ice, and a library copy servi.:e. The library's budget for 1970
was about $1.1 mill ion, of which about $85,000 was for pur-
chase of journal mate rials.

14. The NIH libra. y subscribes to all 37 journals which
plaintiff publishes. For about one-third of such journals, the
library gets more than one copy. The library gets two copies
of each of the four journals involved in this suit.

15. As an integral part of its operation, the NIH library
operates a comprehensive system of providing photocopies
of articles in scientific journals. Photocopying at the NIH
library (as well as at NLM) includes making a photographic
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copy of an article on microfilm, and then using the microfilm
for further photocopying. The NM photocopying service
uses two Xerox copying machines and two Recordac micro-
film cameras. The microfilm cameras are used in conjunction
with a Xerox Copy-Flo printer t# provide per:,onnel
with permanent copies of journal articles. The microfilm is
destroyed after a hard Xerox copy is made. NM leases its
Xerox machines from Xerox Corporation which it pays ac-
cording to the number of pages photocopied. Microfilm used
to photocopy articles, at the NIII library is sent to NLM for
processing. Such processing could be done by any commercial
developer having the necessary equipment. Four regularly
assigned employees operate t' NIII photocopy equipment
In fiscal 1970, the library's pl'.otocopying budget was $S6,000
and the library filled 85,744 requests for photocopies of jour-
nal articles, c.onstituting about 930,000 pages. The average
request was about 10-12 pages and the average cost per re-
ques', wits about $1.

16. Photocopying services of the NM library are avail-
able only to NM personnel. Members of the general public.
while they may use the library, are not permitted to have
materials photocopied. Two kinds of service are provided:
over-the-counter and by mail. To get a photocopy, the re-
quester must submit a request slip and an autl.orization slip.
Authorization slips permit copying of either 20 pages or
less, or 6 pages or less. The requirement for authorization
slips is a budgetary limitation to hold down photocopying
costs. Costs of library operation, including photocopying, te
shared by the various institutes of on ft pro-rata bas11,.

17. (a) The photocopying policies of the NM library have
been essentially the same f .om 1965 to the present. If the li-
brary subscribes to but one copy of a journal, that copy is.
maintained in the library for the use of readers. If the li-
brary subscribes to a second copy of a journal, such copy will
circulate among interested persons at NM. Upon the request
of interested personnel, articles in journals are photocopied
at no charge to the requester. The library's policy on photo-
copying is that, as a general rule, only a single copy of a
journal article will be made per request and each request
is limited to about 40 to 50 pages though exceptions may be,
and in fact have been. made in the case of long articles, tq on
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approval of the Assistant Chief of the library branch. Also,
as a general rule, requests for photocopying are limited to
only a single article from a journal issue. However, excel dons
to this general rule are routinely made, so long as sub:itan-
tially less than an entire journal is photocopied, '; e., less than
about half of the journal. Coworkers can, and frv.luently do,
request single copies of the same article and such re, ,tests are
honored. Also, there is nothing in the library's photocopying
policy to prevent a user from returning month after month
to get photocopies of one or more articles from one issue of a
journal.

(b) NIH library personre I will not knowingly photocoi v
an entire issue of a journal. However, it, is possible for a sin-
gle user to make a series of separate requests which will result
in the photocopying of an entire issue. The photocopy
equipment operators are instructed to bring to the attention
of their supervisor what, they believe to be attempts to copy
a substantial part, or all, of a journal issue. Nevertheless, be-
cause of the large volume of photocopying done by the li-
brary, it is difficult and impractical to police and curb such.
attempts. Substantially more people receive photocopies of
journal articles from the NIH library than would copy by
hand substantial portions of articles. Photocopies made by
the library are not returned by the users. Sometimes the users
make further photocopies from ph )tocopie,s obtained from
the library to distribute to colleagues or otherwise.
IIowevcr, them is no showing that the library's policies have
been abused or circumvented. Where the same person orders
more than one. copy the second has been for a colleague or to
replace an illegible or undelivered copy. Nor is there a show-
ing that the amount of ibe duplication of the same article has
been excessive or unwarranted.

18. As a general rule, books (or monographs) which carry
a copyright notice are not photocopied by the NM library,
even to the extent of a short chapter, without permission of
the copyright owner. However, under special circumstances
(the details of which are not clear from the record) and
upon authorization of library supervisory personnel, excep-
tions are sometimes made to this rule to the extent of copy-
ing small portions, e.g., charts or graphs, from books (or
monographs).
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19. Materials (i.e., books and journals) not owned by the
NIII library, and which are requested by users, are obtained
by means of interlibrary loan. When an interlibrary loan is
requested, the standard interlibrary loan form is used. Ba-
sically, the NIH library applies to interlibrary loan requeuts
the same restrictions on pholocopying as are applied to re-
quests filled internally.

20. (a) The mission of NLM is the exchange and dissemi-
nation of medical information. NLM began as the library
of the Surgeon General of the Army, which was founded in
1836. Later such library became the Armed Forces Medical
Library ; and in 1956, the library was transferred from the
Department of Defense to the Public Health Service and
renamed the National Library of Medicine. The statute
creating NLM is codified as 42 U.S.C. §§ 275-280a (1970 ed.)
which, in relevant part, reads as follows:

§215. Congressional declaration of purpose; estab-
lishment.

In order to assist the advancement of medical and re-
lated sciences, and to aid the dissemination and exchange
of scientific and other information important to the
progress of medicine and to the public health, there is
established in the Public Health Service a National Li-
brary of Medicine (hereinafter referred to in this part
as the "Library").
§ 276. Functions.

(a) The Secretary, through the Library and subject
to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section, shall

(1) acquire and preserve books, periodicals,
prints, films, recordings, and other library materials
pertinent to medicine;

(2) organize the materials specified in clause (1)
of this subsection appropriate cataloging, index-
ing, and bibliographieal listing;

(3) publish and make available the catalogs, in-
dexes, and bibliographies referred to in clause (2)
of this subsection;

(4) make available, through loans, photographic
or other copying procedures or otherwise, such ma-
terials in the Library as he deems appropriate;

(5) provide reference and research assistance;
and
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(6) engage in such other activities in furtherance
of the purposes of this part as ho deems appropriate
and the Library's resources permit.

* * * * *
(c) The Secretary is authorized, after obtaining the

advice and recommendations of the Board (established
under section 277 of this title), to prescribe rules under
which the Library will provide copies of its publications
or materials, or will make available its facilities for re-
search or its bibliographic, reference or other services,
to public and private agencies and organizations, institu-
tions, and individuals. Such rules may provide for
making available such publications, materials, facilities,
or services (1) without charge as a public service, or (2)
upon a loan, exchange, or charge basis, or (3) in appro-
priate circumstances, under contract arrangements made
with a public or other nonprofit agency, organization, or
institution.

§ 277. Board of Regents.
(a) Establishment; composition; * * *
There is established in the Public Health Service a

Board of Regents of the National Library of Medi-
cine * * *.

(b) Duties of Board; * * *
It shall be the duty of the Board to advise, consult

with, and make recommendations to the Secretary on im-
portant matters of policy in regard to the Library, in-
cluding such matters as the acquisition of materials for
the Library, the scope, content and organization of the
Library's services, and the rules under which its mate-
rials, publications, facilities, and services shall be made
available to various kinds of users, * * *

*

(b) There is no evidence that the Surgeon General or any
other agent of defendant has issued regulations implement-
ing 42 U.S.C. § 27C (c).

(c) The basic function of NLM is to acquire books, jour-
nals and the like relating to health and medicine to assure
that all medical literature is available at one place. In addi-
tion to acquisition, NLM indexes and catalogs medical litera-
ture by means of index Medieus, which is a compilation of
citations to about 2,400 leading biomedical. journals. index
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illedieus is sold to the medical profession and enables med-
ical practitioners to keep abreast of the current medical
literature. NLM's catalog announces new publications and
acquisitions by time library, thus providing a ready refer-
ence for other libraries.

21. (a) NLM has five operating components, one of which
is called Library Operations. The Reference Sei vices Divi-
sion of Library Operations is responsible for administering
the interlibrary loan system, which is a system whereby one
library may request materials .frov, other libraries. NLM
also receives requests for loans of m aerials from Govern-
ment institutions, medical schools, hospitals, research founda-
tions, private physicians, and private companies including
drug companies. NLM provides the same service to com-
mercial companies as it does to governmental and academic
libraries. Requests by commercial companies, particularly
drug companies, account for about 12 percent of NLM's
service. iTpo!. a request for materials, NLM determines
whether to loan out the original material or to make photo-
copies of the material. As a general rule, articles from jour-
nals, when requested, are photocopied and the photocopies
given free of charge to the requester, so that, in the case of
journals, the tern, "loan" is a euphemism. If NLM receives
a request for a paid photcrraphic service which otherwise
meets the conditions of an interlibrary loan, payment is
rejected and a loan or photocopy is finished tree of elmrge.

(b) To make photocopies, NLM uses mobile 35-mm. micro-
film cameras which have an electrical power line overhead
and can move pi, and down an aisle of the library. Full-size
photocopies are then made from the microfilm. Most photo-
copies are made by such microfilm technique. In fiscal 1968,

recoil ed about 127,000 requests for interlibrary loans,
of which about 120,000 were filled by photocopying. Apply-
ing the average of 10 pages per request, about 1.2 million
pages were thus photocopied.

22. (a) Interlibrary loan requests must be accompanied by
a proper form, the format of which standardized and used
by libraries and other institutions throughout the United
States. The loan form, as a general rule, must be signed by
a librarian. However, NLM will at times honor requests from
individuals (e.g., physicians) or nonlibrary institutions.
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Upon receipt of requests for interlibrary loans, N11,11.1 stamps
the requests by date and time, counts them for statistical pur-
poses, and begins the sorting procedure. Generally, NI,111
does not know, nor does it make any attempt to find out, the
purpose of the requests. NMI will supply copies of the same
journal article to an unlimited number of libraries requesting
copies of an article, one after the other, on consecutive days,
e en. with knowledge of such facts.

(b) NIZI is a regional medical library and serves the mid -
Atlantic region. Requests for materials coming from regions
other than the mid-Atlantic region are generally referred to
the appropriate regional library, and the requester is advised
to submit future requests to the appropriate regional library.
NIZI's stated policy in recent years is not to fill requests fug
copies of articles front any of 1()-1 journals which are included
on a so-called "widely-available list." Rather, the requester
is furnished a copy of the "widely-available list" and the
names of the regional libraries which are presumed to have
the journals listed. Exceptions are sometimes made to the
policy, particularly if the requester has been unsuccessful in
obtaining the journal elsewhere. The four jon rnals involved
in this suit are listed on the "widely - available list." A rejec-
tion on the basis of the "widely- available list" is made only if
the article nquested was published during the preceding 5
years. Requests from Government, libraries are not rejected
on the basis of the "widely-available list."

(c) NIAI's policy is not to honor an excessive number of
requests from an individual or an institution. As a general
rule, not more than 20 reqviests from an individual, or not
more than 30 requests from an institution, within a month,
will be honored. In 1968, NIAI adopted the policy that no
more than one article from a single journal issue, or three
from a journal volnme, would be copied. Prior to 1968, NIX
had no express policy on Copying limitations, but endeavored
to prevent "excessive copying." As a general rule, requests for
more than 50 pages of material will not be honored, though
exceptions are sometimes made, pqaticularly for Government
institutions. Requests for more than one copy of a journal
article are rejected, without exception. If NUM receives a
request for more than one copy, a single copy will be fur-
nished and the requester advised that it is NUJ's policy to
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furnish only one copy. There is no showing that the amount
of duplicaticn of copies of the same article is excessive or
unwarranted. Generally, requests for photocopies from books
(or monographs) are rejected. NLM lends books (or mono-
graphs) for limited periods of time. In spPcial cases (the de-
tails of which are not clear in the record), small portions
of a book (or monograph), e.g., charts or tables, will be
photocopied.

23. (a) NLM, from time to time, issues .statements to
other libraries of its interlibrary loan policy. Its policy has
remained essentially unchanged over the years. The state-
ment of policy, as of January 1968, reads in pertinent part as
follows:

Readers who cannot obtain medical literature in their
regions and who cannot conic to the National Library of
Medicine in person may use the interlibrary loan service
of the Library by applying through a local library sub-
ject to compliance with, the following regulations and in-
structions and the provisions of the General interlibrary
Loan Code. A large number of titles should not be re-
quested at one time for one applicant or one institution.

FORMS OF LOANS
1. The National Library of Medicine reserves the right

to determine whether material will be lent in the original
form or as a photOduplicate.

2. Photoduplicates sent instead of original material
will be supplied without charge to requesting libraries.
Photoduplicates may be retamed permanently by the
borrowing library, unless return is specifically requested
by NLM.

3. Sinai this is an interlibrary loan service, multiple
copies will not be furnished.

4. With suffic.ent justification NLM may lend complete
issues or volumes of serials when such loan does not
impair other service, but in no case will complete issues
or volumes or substantial portions of issues or volumes
le copied as a loan. Copying of complete issues or vol-
umes may be considered under special photographic
services.

5. Original ,naterial will not be lent outside the United
States.

METHOD OF BORROWING
1. Borrowing libraries will submit typed requests on

the Interlibrary Loan Request form approved by the
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American Library Association. Requests made by letter
or on other types of forms caimot be processed and will
be returned to sender. Each item or item segment must
be requested on a separate form.

2. Order of citation must follow directions on th.., In-
terlibrary Loan Request form.

3. Each request must be authenticated, in handwriting,
by authorized personnel in the borrowing library. Un-
signed requests will be returned.

4. It is expected that under all but the most unusual
circumstances librarians will avail themselves of the re-
sources of their region before directing requests to NLM.

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES

1. Special photographic procedures are required to
reproduce some items in the collection, and a charge
will be made for this service. Cost estimates are available
on request. NLM will consider requests for copying items
such as: portraits, photographs? etchings, and other pic-
torial work ; text and line drawings; iacsimile reproduc-
tions; long runs of periodicals to complete holdings

2. Advance payment is required for all such oto-
copying when the requests emanate from outside the
Federal Government. Orders for materials in which
there is a question of copyright restriction will not be
accepted for special photographic service without an
accompanying permission statement from the copyright
owner.

(b) NLM operates its interlibrary loan system in ac-
cordance with the General Interlibrary Loan Code, as re-
vised in 195G. The Code states in pertinent part:

IX. Photographic Substitution
1. Time may be saved in filling the reader's request

if, in the application for a loan, willingness is indicated
to purchase a photographic reproduction as a satisfac-
tory substitute should the original material be unavaila-
ble for interlibrary loan. This is especially applicable to
periodical and newspaper articles and to typescript
theses.

2. The type of photographic duplication (as a sub-
stitute) that is acceptable (e.g., photostat; microfilm
negative or positive; record print; etc.) and the maxi-
mum price the borrowing library is willing to pay can
appropriately be indicated on the original request. If
prefereed-, the lending library may be asked to quote the
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estimated cost of such a substitution before filling the
ordk r.

3, Photographic duplication in lieu of interlibrary
loan may be complicated by interpretations of copy-
right restrictions, particularly in regard to photograph-
ing whole ;ztes of periodicals or books with current
copyrights, or in making multiple copies of a
publ ication.*

4. Any request, therefore, that indicates acceptability
of a photographic substitution, under the conditions de-
scribed above, should be accompanied by a statement
with the signature of the applicant attesting to his re-
sponsibility for observing copyright provisions in his u.'-e
of the photographic copy.*

5. Requests indicating acceptability of photographic
substitute in lieu of interlibrary loan that comply with
the above provisions are to be considered bows tide or-
ders for copying services. The lending library, if
equipped to do so, may fill such orders with no further
correspondete or delay.

24. Photocopies at NLM, for interlibrary loan purposes, are
prepared using a microfilm camera and a Xerox Copy-Flo
machine. Copying for in-house administrative purposes, over-
sized material, and material in oriental languages is done
on Direct Copy Xerox 720 machines. Microfilm is destroyed
after use. Each photocopy produced by the microfilm camera
includes a statement as follows:

This is a single photostatic copy made by the Nationn
Library of Medicine for purposes of study or research
in lieu of lending the original.

25. Since 1966 through 1970, there has been a steady de-
cline in tho amount of material or number of requests filled
for photocopies through the interlibrary loan program of
NLM. In 1969, the number of int .Aibrary loan requests tilled
was 110,573 and in 1970, 93,746. A princii reason for the
decline is that regional libraries have taken on much of the
burden of the program. T.he regional libraries operate in
essentially the same manner as NLM except that some, if

These stntemnts on rhotographic substitutions are based on the "Gentle.
men's Agreement" wrItt In 1935 by the Nationnl Association of Book Pub-
lishers (reaffirmed In 191 by Its successor the Book Publishers Bureau) and
the Joint Committee on Materials for Research (representing the libraries).
For the text of this agreement see the Journal of Documentary Reproduction,
2 :29-30, March 1939. 11..1.11(11ns 41.]
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not all of them, charge a fee for photocopies furioshed to
requesters. The budget for the interlibrary loan operation
at NLAI in fiscal 1969 was $166,152,

26. The Count P,) IV, V, and VI articles acknowledge on
their faces that the research work reported therein was sup-
ported in part, by grants awarded to the authors by the Public
Health Service of VIII.

27. Tla Division of Research Grants of the Public I fealth
Service is .1. service organizaticn to NEI. Applications for
grant support from \III come to the Division of lirsvareh
Grants, which determines the institute of NB' to which they
shall be referred and the re', lew group to which the applica-
tion shall be assigned. Such group then reviews the applica-
tion and determines its scientific merit, and also reviews the
application's proposed budget with respect to, e.g., salaries
for personnel, equipment, supplies and services, travel funds,
funds for the purchase of publications or journals, and funds
for the payment of page charges and other costs of publica-
tions. The group's recommendation is transmitted to the ap-
propriate institute. If a grant is subsequently awarded, the
appropriate institute provides, the funds and monitors the
performance of the work under the grant. Grants are
awarded on an annual basis and are characterized by the
Public I Icalth Service as "conditional gifts." NM sometimes
indicates at the beginning that it will support renewal ap-
plications. Renewal applications are administered by the Di-
vision of Research Grants. The scientific investigator under
a grant awn rd can pursue his research in any manner lie
feels appropriate, subject to limited budgetary control. Such
investigators are not Govermnent employees nor are they in
the service of the United States; and the Public Health Serv-
ice does not exercise supervision over the t ientific techLicates
used in the research.

28. Tl.e Division of Research Grants, from time to time,
issues policy statements with respect to copyright set
out guidelines delimiting the rights and responsibilities of
grantees under NTH grants. The policy statements in effect
for the years 1956 to the present are at out below in subpara-
graphs (a) to (d).

525-015-7:3-7
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(a) With respect to grants awarded from November 1056
to 1959, the Public Health Service policy governing copy-
right was as follows :

When a grant or award is made without condition and
a book or related material is privately published, the
author is free to copyright the work and to make ar-
rangements with his publisher as if the Government had
not contributed support.

(b) With respect to grants awarded from 1959 to January
1, 1963, the Public Health Service policy governing copy-
right was as follows

Copyright. The author is free to arrange for copy-
right without, reference to the Public Health Service.

(c) With respect to grants awarded from January 1,1963
to July 1, 1965, the Public Health Service policy governing
copyright was as follows :

COPYRIGIIT The author is free to arrange for
copyright without approval by the Public Health
service.

(d) With respect to grants awarded on or after July 1,
1905, the Public Health Service policy governing copyright
was as follows:

Copyright Except as otherwise provided in the con
dition.: of the award, when publications result from
work s p by the Public Health Service, the au-
tiler is re° to arrange for copyright without approval.
Any such copyrighted publications shall be subject to a
royalty-free, non-exclusive, and irrevocable license to
the Government to reproduce them, translate them, pub-
lish them, use and dispose of them, and to authorize
others to do so.

29. None of the Count I-to-Count VIII articles resulted
from a Public Health Service grant which imposed condi-
tions expressly modifying the copyright policies noted in
finding 28, subparagraphs (a) to (c).

30. The policy statement dated July 1, 1965 (finding
28(d) ), was the first public statement by the Public Health
Service that it reserved the right to duplicate copyrighted
works which resulted from Public Health Service, grants.
Prior to 1965, the Public Health Service ad not addressed
itself to the question of whether the G, vernment should have
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a nonexclusive license in works resulting from grant funds,
though it had for some years been the policy that such works
could be photocopied (up to 15 copies) for in-house admin-
istrative purposes.

31. The copyright policy of the Public Health Service,
noted in finding 28(d), which by its terms was to become
effective in connection with work supported by grants
awarded on or after July 1, 1^T1, appeared in the Federal
Regieer, in modified form, for the first, time on April 2, 1970,
at 35 Fed. Reg. 5470 (42 C.F.R. § 52.23 ( revised as of Jan.
1,1971)).

32. Dr. Victor A. McKusick, a coauthor of the Count I
article, starteu research, along with several coworkers, in
1954 on the subject matter of the article. Work has continued
up to the date of trial. The research was supported in part by
funds from a Public Health Service grant; in part by funds
from grants from the Health Research Council, a private
trust; and in part by other funds which cannot be traced to
any specific grantor agency. The manuscript for ti.:\ Count I
article was submitted to the editor of Medicine on August 19,
1964, and the article was published on December 9, 1965.
Changes to reflect ongoing research were made in the manu-
script by the author from time to time, up to about 6 moniis
before publication (i e., about mid-1965). After about mid-
1965, any changes in the manuscript were editorial in nature,
e.g., citations to new articles added as footnotes, stylistic
charges, and the like. There is no evidence that the article
reports any substantive research work done under funds from
a Public Health Lervice grant awarded on or after July 1,
1965.

33. Dr. Gerald Goldstein, a coauthor of the Count IV arti-
cle, conducted research lending to its publicaidon, which re-
search was funded in part by Public Health service grants.
Such grants covered the years 1958 to 1966. The Count 1V
article was published in the Journal of Immanology in Au-
gust 1965. There is no evidence to s!iow when the manuscript
for such article was completed, though the article states on its
face that it was "received for publication" on December 18,
3964. There is no evidence to show that the article reported
any substantive research work clone under funds from a
Public Health Service grant awarded on or after July 1,1!)65.
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31 Pr. John J. Cebra, a cm uthor of the Count V article,
conducted research leading to its publication, which research
eras funded in part by Public Health Service grants. The
Count, V article was published in the Journal of m mmuno:ogy
in August 1965. There is no evidence to show vhen the mnu-
script, for such article was completed, though the article
states on its face that it was "received for publication" on
December 17, 1964. There is no evidence to show that the ar-
ticle reported any substantive research work done under funds
from a Public Health Service grant awarded on or after July
1,1905.

35. Dr. Jason L. Starr, a coauthor of the ';!o.int VI article,
conducted research leading to its publication, which research
was funded in part by Public 1Iealth Service grants. The
Count. VI article was published in the Journal of Immunology
in August 1965. There is no evidence to show when the manu-
script for styli art icle was completed, though the article on
its face states that it was "received for publication" on Decem-
ber 21, 1904. There is no evidence to show that the art icle
reported any substantive research work done under funds
from a Public I fealth Service grant, awarded on or after
July 1,1965.

36. (a) Plaintiff has established a licensing proTant to
cover various forms of exploitation of its medical journals.
The program includes the following:

(1) Upon request, plaintiff grants permission, in the
form of licenses, for reproducing a journal article as part
of a newly published book or for reproducing articles in
other forms, particularly for use by educational institu-
tions.

(ii) Plaintiff has received requests from Government
agencies and others for licenses to make multiple copies
of journal articles, and plaintiff has granted such re-
quests and has been paid therefor.

(iii) Plaintiff has granted licenses for the distribu-
tion and sale of microfilm editions of its journals, in-
cluding the four journals in suit, to Univer.3ity Microfilm
Company, Ann Arbor,. Michigan, and Arcadia Micro-
films, Spring Valley, New York, in consideration for a
royalty paid to plaintiff.
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(iv) Plaintiff has granted licenses, for a consideration,
to two reprint houses in New York to furnish a requester
with a reprint of a journal article or an entire journal.

(v) Plaintiff has granted a royalty-bearing license to
the Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, to provide requesters with copies of arti-
cles from plaintiff's journals.

(vi) Plaintiff has granted to several libraries (Vet-
erans Administration Hospital library in San Francisco,
California, the Dugway Technical Library and the Wil-
kin Research Foundation of New York) a license to
make, on a continuing basis, single copies of articles
from journals in return for ti,e payment of royalties.
Such licenses, however, have not produced royalties to
date and two of the lenses are no longer in effect. The
license to Wilkin Research Foundation was entered into
in February 1910 and provides for a royalty.of 5 cents
per copied page, with accumulated royalties payable
yearly.

(b) It is not clear whether plaintiff's licensing program
for libraries extends to the making of copies for persons not
applying at the library building.

37. Plaintiff receives about 45 to 60 requests per week to
make copies from its various publications, about fir of such
requests being for copies of single articles from plaintiff's
journals. Requests for copies of journal articles are handled
by plaintiff as set out in finding 11.

38. Plaintiff receives about $6,000 to $7,000 per year for
permissions granted to individuals to copy journal articles
(single copies and otherwise). Such receipts are in addition
to royalties received from the Institute for Scientific Infor-
mation, reprint houses and microfilm licensing.

39. (a) Between 1959 and 1960, annual subscriptions to
Medicine ii' :ceased from about 2,800 to about 5,400, though
subscriptions decreased slightly from 19G8 to 1969. Annual
subscription sales increased from about $20,000 to about
$60,000; and total annual income increased from about
$23,000 to about $65,000. Between 1964 and 1969, annual sub-
scriptions to Pharmacological Reviews increased from about
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2,600 to about 3,100, though subscriptions decreased slightly
from 1968 to 1969. Annual subscription sales increased from
about $19,000 to about $21,000; and total annual income in-
creased from about $22,000 to about $25,000. Between 1959
and 1969, annual subscriptions to the Joturnal of Immunol-
ogy increased from about 2,600 to about 4,700. Annual sub-
scription sales increased from about $36,000 to about $131,-
000; and total annual income increased from about $38,000 to
about $185,000. Between 1959 and 1969, annual subscriptions
to Gastroenterology increased from about 4,100 to about 7,000.
Annum] subscription, sales increased from about. $49,000 to
about $155,000 ; and total annual income increased from about
$108,000 to about $244,000.

(b) Between 1959 and 1966, plaintiff's annual taxable
income increased from $272,000 to $726,000. In 1967, it fell
to $589,000; and in 1968, to $451,000. Plaintiff's four journals
in suit account for a relatively small percentage of plain-
tiff's foal bia and over the years, such journals have
been profitable, except that the Journal of Immunology
showed losses in the period prior to 1961; Gastroenterology
showed losses in 1967-68; and Pharmacological Reviews
showed a loss in 1969. Profits from the journals have varied
from less than $1,000 to about $15,000 annually. Plaintiff's
share of the 1, cofits from the journals published under
contract with medical societies has ranged from less than
$1,000 to about $7,000. P,'.g., in 1968, profit from Pharma-
cological Reviews was $1,154.44 (on sales of about $40,000).
The profit was divided, $1,039 to ASPET and $115.44 to
plaintiff. In 1969, net income from Gas,!roenterology was
$21,312.08. (on sales of about $245,000) and 4%11,532.35 of
that amount was offset by losses the previous year, leaving
a balance of $9,779.73. The balance was split between plain-
tiff and AGA, plaintiff getting $4,889.86.

(c) Plaintiff's business appears to have been growing
faster than the gross national product -yr of the rate of
growth of manpower working in the field of science.

(d) There is no evidence to show whether any particular
instance or instances of unauthorized photocopying of
plaintiff's :ournals resulted in the loss of a particular form
of revenue to plaintiff. It is also concluded that plaintiff has
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failed to show that it has been hurt, in any substantial de-
gree, by the photocopying practices of NLM and NIH.

40. (a) NM (and so far as the record shows, NLM) has
made no studies to determine the estimated costs over and
above royalties which would be involved in paying pub-
lishers for photocopying part or all of their copyrighted
journals. The costs involved in such an estimate would be
essentially the salaries of the people who would make the
necessary determinations. The Librarian of NIH testified
that he is unable to make any estimate of such costs.

(b) In 1-)67, NLM temporarily ceased photocopying arti-
cles from plaintiff's journals. NLM was able, as a practical
matter, to flag plaintiff's journals irim April 27, 1967 to
May 29, 1967, in order to r3frain temporarily from copying
from them. The flagging of plaintiff's journals was an ad-
ministrative statistical operation performed by a library
technician ,n the loan and stack section of NLM. On about,
May 29, 19i7, NLM resumed photocopying articles from
plaintiff's journals, and for about 90 days thereafter, NLM
monitored such photocopying. Satisfied that such 90-day
period was a representalive sample, NT.M found that it
would have paid plaintiff about $250 to $300 if it had acceded
to plaintiff's request for 2 cents royalty per page. The Direc-
tor of NraM testified that, in his opinior, this was "a very
small sum- -surprisingly small sum." However, administra-
tive costs involved in the payment of a royalty might be sub-
stantially greater than the royalty itself.

41. (a) In 1935, there was issued a joint statement by the
National Association of Book Publishers and the Joint
Committee on Materials for Research regar&ng the photo-
copying by libraries and like institutions of copyrighted
materials. The statement, later to become known as the
"gentlemen's agreement," was the product of meetings and
discussions between representatives of the book publishing
industry and research-and-educat;m-oriented organizatior 3,
such as libraries. The representatives were interested in
working out a practical accommodation of the conflict be-
tween (i) the legitimate interest of copyright owners not to
have their works copied without compensation and (ii) the
needs of scholars and research workers for copies of parts
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of copyrighted works to use in pursuit of scientific or literary
investigation. The "gentlemen's agreement," along with the
introductory statement accompanying it, reads as follows:

The Joint Committee on Materials for Research and
the Board of Directors of the National Association of
Book Publishers, after conferring on the problem of
conscientious observance of copyright. that faces research
libraries in connection with the growing use of photo-
graphic methods of reproduction, have agreed upon the
following statement:

A library, archives office, museum, or similar institu-
tion owning books or periodical volumes in which copy-
right still subsists may make and deliver a single photo-
graphic reproduction or reduction of alma thereof to
a scholar representing in writing that he desires such
reproduction in lien of loan of such publication or in
place of- manual transcription and solely for the pur-
poses of research; provider,

(1) That the person receiving it is given due notice
in writing that lie is not exempt from liability

infringe-
ment

the copyright proprietor for any
of copyright by misuse of the reproduc-

tion constituting an infringement under the
copyright, law ;

(9) Thin such reproduction is made and furnished
without profit to itself by the institution mak-
ing it.

The exemption from liability of the library, archives
office or museum herein provided for shell extend to
every officer, agent or employee of such institution in the
making and delivery of such reprodn-tion when acting
within the scope of his authority of employment. This
exemption for the institution itself carries with it a re-
sponsibility to see that library employees caution patrons
against the misuse of copyright material reproduced
photographically.

Ihide,r the law of copyright, authors or their agents
are assured of "the exclusive right to print, reprint., pub-
lish, copy and vend the copyrighted work," all or any
part. This means that legally no individual or institu-
tion can reproduce by photography or photo-mechanical
means, mimeograph or other methods of reproduction a
page or any part of a book without the written permis-
ska of the owner of the copyright. Society, by law,
grants this exclusive right for a term of years in the
oelief that such exclusive control of creative work is
necessary to encourage authorship and scholarship.



While the right of quotation without permission is
not provided in law, the courts have recoginzed the right
to a "fair use" of book quotations, the length of a "fair"
quotation being dependent upon the type of work quoted
from and the "fairness" to the author's interest. Exten-
sive quotation is obviously inimical to the author's
interest.

The statutes make no specific provision for a right of
a research worker to make copies by hand or by type-
saipt for his research notes, but a student has always
:ieen free to "copy" by hand; and mechanical reproduc-
tion.; from copyright material are presumably intended
to take the place of hand transcriptions, and to be gov-
erned by the same principles governing hand transcrip-
tion.

In order to guard against any possible infringement
of copyright, however, libraries, archives offices and mu-
seums should require each applicant for photo-mechani-
cal reproductions of material to assume full responsi-
bility for such copying, and by his signature to a form
printed for the purpose assure the institution that the
duplicate being made for him is for his personal use
only and is to relieve him of the task of transcription.
The form should clearly indicate to the applicant that
he is obligated under the law not to use the material
thus copied from books for any further reproduction
without the express permission of the copyright owner.

It would not be fair to the author or publisher to make
possible the substitution of the photostats for the pur-
chase of a copy of the book itself either for an individual
library or for any permanent collection in a public or
research library. Orders for photo-copying which, by
reason of their extensiveness or for any other reasons,
violate this principle should not be accepted. In case of
doubt as to whether the excerpt requested complies with
this condition, the safe thing to do is to defer action
until the owner of the copyright has approved the re-
production.

Out-of-print books should likewise be reproduced only
with permission, even if this reproduction is solely for
the use of the institution making it and not for sale.
(signed) ROBERT C. 131NKLEY, Chciman

Joint Committee on Materials for Research
W. W. NORTON, President

National Association of Book Publishers
(b) The practice by libraries of making photocopies has

existed for at least 50 years. In the 1930.Pand prior
theretophotocopying of books and like materials was done



principally by conventional photographic techniques. Start-
ing about 1960, the new technology of electrostatic copying
and other rapid, inexpensive copying techniques resulted in
a dramatic increase in the instances and amounts of photo-
copying. During the past 10 years, the propriety of library
photocopying has been the subject of many discussions at
meetings and conferences of library and information groups.
In 1957, the Director of ND' noted that "it is possible, if not
indeed probable, that the years would bring, sooner or later,
a test of the issue in the courts" posed by NLM's photocopy-
ing activities and the copyright law.

(c) Plaintiff's principal offieers became aware of large-
scale library photocopying in about 1962. Immediately there-
after, plaintiff's president made his views on the subject
known to various library groups. In the course of exchanges
with librarians, plaintiff's president learned of the statement
called the "gentlemen's agreement" and expressed his views
thereon essentially as follows: The statement is inconse-
quential to the issues of present-day photocopying because
(i) it was written in the 1930's when copying processes con-
sisted of blueprints, photostats or microfilm, processes sig-
nificantly different from those principally used today, (ii)
one party to the statement (National Association of Bcok
Publishers) is a long-defunct organization to which plain-
tiff never belonged, and (iii) the National Association of
Book Publishers apparently consisted not of periodical pub-
lishers, like plaintiff, but book publishers who were con-
cerned with the publication (and unauthorized photocopy-
ing) of books (or monographs).

42. (a) In October 1966, defendant's General Services Ad-
ministration issued a handbook, COPYING EQUIPMENT,
identified by code number FPMR 101-6. The purpose of the
handbook was to acquaint Government supervisory person-
nel with the various photocopying machines available on the
market and to encourage Government agencies to make use
of such machines in an economic and efficient manner. The
introduction to the handbook notes as follows:

With the dispersal of office copiers throughout Govern-
ment agencies, the need for a good hard look at the
economy and effectiveness of office copying service's has
become increasingly apparent. The uncontrolled acqui-
sition and use of office copying equipment has often re-



stilted in uneconomical ismatches of user requirements
with machine capabilities and wasteful practices in
operating copying facilities.

Tip: introduction goes on to say that largo organizational
un:i .s should make studies of needs for equipment before mak-
ing substantial investments. It is further noted :

Where such studies have not been made, an inquiry
into the existing copying facilities will offer a high po-
tential for savings. As a minimum, -a goal of 10% reduc-
tion in overall copyinfi Ind related paperwork costs
would be feasible. This handbook has been prepared to
guide managers and others responsible for office copying
in providing economical and effective copying service
which meets user requirements.

b) The "Foreword" to the handbook notes in part:
The impact of document copiers on Federal operations
has been substantial just as it has been in commerce and
industry. At this writing there are at least 202 models
of copiers available from some 37 different manufac-
turers or distributors. The United States Government
alone has installed approximately 55 thousand machines
and the yearly cost of office copying is estimated at 80
million dollars. An increasing number of cost-conscious
executives are concerned about the predictions that this
cost could double within the next 5 years.

(c) Chapter III of the handbook is entitled "Legal As-
pects" and reads as follows :

Copying Laws
Copying laws are almost in the same category as speed
limit lawspeople forget they are there. Although the
former involves much less risk than the latter, the penal-
ty can be much greater. Most documents which are pro-
hibited by law from being copied have their source in
State or Federal Government. A. partial listing is shown
in figure 1. In case of doubt, legal advice should be ob-
tained.

Copyright Laws
The most frequently violated law is the Copyright Law
namely, that law which prohibits the copying of copy-
righted material without permission.

The Copyright, Law is intended to protect the pub-
lisher or author from plagiarism. It gives him the right
to say who may reproduce his written or published work,
and to demand payment for it. However, the current
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widespread use of copying machines in reproducingiit-
erary works goes beyond the question of plagiarism.
It is beginning seriously to affect the sale of published
works, such as magazines, textbooks, and technical
papers. Prior to this time, a user of such works desir-
ing to have possession of a copy was obliged to pur-
chase the publication if he could not borrow it for an
indefinite period. Today, it is relatively simple to make
copies of almost any printed matter by means of the
office copier.

Because the copier has made it easy to reproduc,3 pub-
lished works, extra precaution is necessary. Where a
notice of copyright is shown, either on the work itself, or
by a general statement in the publication, the law is
clear may not be copied unless permission of the pub-
lisher or author is obtained. Where doubt exists as to
whether or not an item is copyrighted, the legal dicer
should be consulted.

Figure 1, accompanying Chapter III, is entitled "Material
That May Not Be Copied" and notes in part:

1. Congress, by statute, has forbidden the copying of
the following subjects under certain circumstances..
There are penalties of fine or imprisonment imposed on
those gull i:y of making such r.opies.

*

Copyrighted material of any manner or kind with-
out permission of the copyright owner.

* . .*

43. (a) The Board of Regents of NLM (finding on(a) ),
at several meetings in 1957, considered the problems of copy-
right with respect to the operations of NLM. The minutes of
those meetings are not in evidence. However, such minutes
are discussed in a letter dated December 29, 1965, from Abra-
ham L. 1-aminstein, Register of Copyrights, to The Honor-
able John L. McClellan, United States Senate, as follows :

The new law amended a 1944 Public Health Service
Act, which in 1956 was further amended by the transfer
of the Armed Forces Medical Library to the newly
established National Library of Medicine. The Act pro-
vides, inter alia, (42 U.S.C. 276) that the Surgeon Gen-
eral shall "make available, through loans, photographic
or other copying procedures or otherwise, such materials
as he deems appropriate ..." [Italics supplied] The 1956
amendment to the Public Health Service Act also pro-
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vides for the establishment by the Surgeon General of
a Board of Regents, which as a part of its duties is the
[to ?] prescribe "rules under which the Library will pro-
vide copies of its publications or materials." Since the
provisions of section 398 arc basically no different from
the provisions of the 1956 amendment, it may be of inter-
est to ascertain the administrative interpretation of
that earlier copying provision.

A study of the minutes of the Board of Regents dis-
closes that the agenda for t1 very first meeting of thc
Board, on March 20, 1957, it tidal the distribution of a
paper entitled Consideratic 3 for the Formulation of
Loan Policy (of the National library of MedicinA). That
paper contains a clear recognition of the copyright
problem :

"To start with, it must be pointed out that there
arc legal restrictions to the unlimited copying of
published works; restrictions which are vague in
sonic respects but which have been interpreted fairly
definitely in most. The two most important inter-
pretations for this problem are that whole works
may not be copied and that multiple copies may not
be made."

This policy paper was the subject of discussion at the
meeting of the Board on April 29, 19571 at which the
recommendations were approved. It is significant that
the minutes of that meeting disclose the following:

"Dr, Mumford [the Librarian of Congress] raised
the question of copyright restrictions. It was stated
that while the recommended new policy would not
obviate the copyright problems, it would not raise
more, and probably raise fewer difficulties in this
area than does the current policy."

Further evidence that the Board was aware that copy-
right problems existed appeared in the minutes of the
Board meeting for September 23, 1957, in the following
notation :

"The Director [of the Nal ional Library of Medi-
cine] expressed his concern 'with the continuing vex-
ing problem of copyright restrictions.' He indicated
that the Library is proceeding as circumspectly as
possible, but that it is possible, if not indeed prob-
able, that the years would bring, sooner or later, a
test of the issue in the courts . The Director took
pains to indicate that despite the difficulties of the
situation it seemed clear to him that the Library
could do no other than pursue its present course,
since a very large part, if riot the major part, of the
Library's services is dependent upon it."
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The foregoing would appear to indicate that, from
the outset of the establishment of the National Library
of Medicine, there has been an awareness of the existence
of copyright restrictions with respect to the use of the
copyrighted works in its collections. Nowhere does it ap-
pear that the policy-making body, the Board of Regents,
considered that the above-quoted provision author-
izing the Surgeon General to make the material in the
Library available by "photographic or other copying
procedures" was in any way in derogation of the rights
granted under the copyright law to the proprietor of the
copyright. On the contrary, the evidence indicates that
the Library attempted to iormulate a policy that would
take due regard of the provisions of the copyright law.

(b) In 1957, the then-Director of NLM, in discussing the
problems created by NLM's policy of providing free photo-
copying services, stated as follows:

Let us now take a critical look at what has happened
under these policies. Free photocopying has developed
beyond reasonable hounds. For example, in a recent
study conducted over a two month period, it was found
that over 50% of all requests received could be MINI
by photocopying journal articles from 125 common jour-
nal titles of the last five years.

On the face of it, this is a need which the printing
press, not the camera, is designed to fill. When a re-
quest from New York City is received for a photocopy
of an article which appeared in last month's JAMA, it
is apparent that the library is being treated as a cheap
and convenient reprint service, and not as a library. It
is felt NLM should not run a copying service per se;
NLM must operate as a library, and all photocopying
done should be an extension of normal library
operations.

This statement was made in 1957 with reference to policies
then in effect, before adoption of NLM's present

44. The Library of Congress operates a photoduplication
service by which it provides photocopies of documents for a
per-page fee. In 1965. electrostatic positive prints (Xerox)
were provided at from 10 cents to 85 cents per sheet, depend-
ing on the quantity ordered and other factors. A brochure
issued by the Library of Congress, effective October 1, 1965,
stated in part:

Photocopying is done by the Library under the following
conditions:
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1. The Library will generally make photoduplicates
of materials in its collections available for research use.
It performs such service for research, in lieu of loan
of the material, or in place of manual transcription.
Certain restricted material cannot be copied. The Li-
brary reserves the right to decline to make photo-
duplicates requested, to limit the number of copies made,
or to furnish positive prints in lieu of negatives.

2. Copyright material will ordinarily not be copied
without the signed authorization of the copyright
owner. Exceptions to this rule may be made in particu-
lar cam. All responsibility for the use made of the
photoduplicates is assumed by applicant.

There is no evidence to show the circumstances under whic!i
the Library of Congress makes "exceptions" to its rule
against photocopying copyright materials.

45. The. PRINTING MANAGEMENT MANUAL Of defelldfUICS
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (in effect in
1962 and 1967) stated as follows with respect to copyright :

A. General
Material rotected by copyright generally may
not be reproduced in any frishion, including phoo-
copying or similar techniques, without the express
permission of the copyright proprietor. However,
it has been the widespread practice of libraries to
have single copies made of copyrighted articles to
further scholarly research, without consent of the
copyright proprietor. Therefore, Department li-
braries may make such single copies, but every pre-
caution should be taken to assure that such single
copying is done only at the written request of an
employee to further scholarly research.

B. Infringement
1. Since the Government may be subject to claim

or suit for damages, every precaution must be
taken to avoid infringement of a copyright by an
employee of the Department.

2. Employees should be advised tint infringement
of a cop fright by an employee of the Department,
not in the performance of his official duties may
subject the employee to a suit for damages.

* * * * *

46. The current and recent practices of NIII and NEU as
described in the foregoing findings constitute a fair use.
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CONCLUSION OF LAW

Upon the foregoing findings of fact, which are made a
part of the judgment herein, the court concludes as a Matter
of law that plaintiff is not entitled to reco 7er and its petition .

is dismissed.
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